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CHAPTER I 

Introduction  

This report assesses the feasibility  of conducting a 

macroeconomic .analysis of the impact of new information technologies. 

It was also intended to include the role of alternative government' 

policies in affecting the rat  ofdiffusion .and imDIementation of 

the new technologies. The work on . thié contract waé fundedjointly 

by.the Cable -Telecommunications Research.Institute and the Department 

. of Communications, and may bé split into tWo parts. The first 

phase of the study includes a. review Of the relevant literature in 

the area,  and lengthy.discussions.and interviews  with experts, in 

..the various -  technologies,  included under the umbrella of "new 

information technologies". . The second  Phase .  draws on the findings - 
. 
of the first 	to the extent that.this is possible - and examines • 

.four likely scenarios of technological change in specific sectors. 

One of these - scenarios is used in a,demonstration impact simulation 

with TIM. (The'Informetrica Model), a disaggregated econometric* -  model 

of the Canadian economy. 

The Role of a. Macroeconomic Analysis 

Why is a macroeconoMic impact analysis desirable, and what 

insights will it provide, in addition to the existing analyses and 

views of the experts'? Most of the work in this area has (of necessity?) 

focussed on qualitative assessment's of the impact of specific,new 

technologies. With - limited'information, attempts at quantitative  

sizings of the impacts have been . carried out in a partial-equilibrium 

framework. The most common approach has been to extrapolate the 

- 
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experience of a single industry, arriving at a "net" impact., which 

more often than not implies a Socially unacceptable leveI of - 

unemplOyment 
11 

In terms of the diagram, on the following page, most 

analysis does not crosb the dotted line and remains in Phase One. . 	II 

The ultimate impact of a technology is viewed a's the displacement 

of workers, who in this partial framework constitute a growing -, 

stream of new en -Erants to the pool of unemployed: _ 
11 

In  any investment appraisal a 'firm must be satisfied . 

that the investment will generate some (minimum) acceptable rate 

of return, or the inveStment is not made. In the realm'of new 

technologies, the additional productivity gains or cost-savings 

which technology-permits, imply a much higher rate of return to 

the investor.' What a firm does with the increment to its  normal  

return, or what it does with,the "rent" is crucial to any internally-

consistent impact analysis. This is, in part, the focus of Phase 

Two. 

The diagram is not exhaustive and there-are any number' 

of possible destinations or combinations of destinations for this so-

called "rent". 	Suppose, for example, that prior to investing 

in a new technology, (as embodied in an industrial robot); total  

production costs were $1.00 per unit. With the new technOlogy, 

total production costs for the same level of output  are now $0.90  per 

 unit. Where does the $0.10 per unit go? The entrepreneur.may 

be restricted in his choice of "destinations" by market forces. 

-- 
In a purely competitive market, where all firms adopt the saMe 

îniormetrica • Ottawa, Canada Effective Economic Research 
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technology and there are no barriers to entry, the $0.10 would 

go directly to the consumer through lower, price. -  But in a mixed' 

economy, the entrepreneur, more realistically,,has several options . 

 open to him. And the selection of any . single option or combination 

will result in increased demands somewhere in the economy. In 

the same way, a new supply industry will place demands on the 

economy for goods and services, and the adoption of a productivity 

process which dramatically alters the materials input mix will 

shift the existing pattern of demands 

• 	The net impact of'these eventà will be to dampen,the  initial 

level'of unemploymént which - resulted from the new technology. Tor 

example, some or perhaps all of the workers initially displaced will 

be re-emploved, or soffie.other.group of unemployed will find jobs. 

The new demands for- employment and the associated multiplier effects 

will serve to mitigate the initial "Undesirable" results. In this 	11/ 

way, a macroeconomic (or a general equilibrium) approach provides 

. a balanced and consistent framework for a more realistic appraisal 

of the impact of new technologies-. 

The rest of this document considers:. (i) the information 

requirements for a macroeconomic impact study; (ii) alternative 

scenarioè of the implementation of new  technologies in specific 

. sectors, in a longer term framework, 1980-1990; (iii) the methodology II 

to assess these (or like) scenarios using the macroeconomic model 

TIM (The Informetrica Model); (iv) a demonstration  impact simulation 

of one of these scenarios; and (v) an outline of thé information 

gaps which, would have to be filled, -in - order to undertake a réalistic  

macroeconomic impact study of new information technologies. 

1 
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CHAPTER 2 

Findings of the Literature Review and Interviews with Experts  

The literature review and interviews were undertaken to 

determine those technologies which would have.the . mo.st  sIgnificant' 

economiC impact  over the next ten years.. It was felt that these 

two sources would prOvide a basis for the information requirements 

of an impact study - the literature through evidence of major 

concerns in this area and examples of current applications of 

technologies; and the interviews throUgh the experts' • khowledge - 

of the technology:and its uses and.,impacts. 

For the most.part, the literature is directed to qualitative  

analYsiS and discUssionof.wide-ranging technological changes. 

Usually specific case .studies are cited, but the.analysis is typically 

partial and often onesided, focussing on who will pay the price . 

for the technology (i.e. who will be immediately displaced) but not 

on any benefits which may accrue from adopting the technology. 

The Literature on New Information Technologies  

The literature on the new era of technologidal change 

is vast, and even by restricting a Survey to those stiadies produced 

within the past year, there is no lack of discussion. As many - Of 

I/ 
the major ',/orks have been very well-reviewed elsewhere—  , this section 

/
Zeman,. Zavis P., "The Impacts of Computer/Communications on 
Employment in Canada; An'Overview of Current OECD Debates". 

Iniorrnelrica • Ottawa, Canada a Effective Economic Research 
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will briefly outline the trends in two areas: (a) work in the 

Canadian context,  and (b) . other studies, particularly in the U.S. 

and the  U.K. This review was undertaken with a view to determining 

what .  are the major issues and what information could  b.  

fôr use in a macro analysis. 

Dealing with the two areas in reverse  order, disdussions . 

in the U.K. focus on - direCt employment impacts in particular, 

although other social and economic implications of the new techno-

logies are not ignored. However, in terms of the "adaptability" 

of these discussions to a macro environment, there exists a large 
: i/ 

gap. Most of the studies use case histories as examples- to support s  

their analysis, but none have been able to get beyond the "Phase One" 

.level cif analysis mentioned in the introduction. above. Even at 

the micro  level, the caàe histories are often.anecdotal, withlittle 

quantitative  substantiation of the nature of the change which 

occurred. For example, in the few instances where the direct cost 

2/ 
savings to a fiLut is_cited- there is no subsequent statement ,along 

the line "this permitted the firm to: increase profits; maintain 

its product price, etc". 

These comments should 1.1.ot be interpreted as attacks on 

the existing literature, which provides crucial insights into many 

of the broad social and economic considerations, but rather as a 

more general comment on the focus of "debates" in this area to date. II 

-/e.g. Barron, Iann and Roy Curnow "The Future with Microelectronics" 
page 181 ff. 

2/
e.g. Fortune, December 17,. 1979 "Those Smart Young Robots on the 
Production Line" (page 90-96). - 

Ingormetrica • Ottawa, Canada • Effective F.conornic Research 
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As will be demonstrated*below, in most instances very little - 

cuantitative information is available which would permit a detailed 

macro analysis at this 'time. -  In fact, the micro  studies which 

would be the source for muCh of this detail are only now-being 

undertaken. 

Turning to the Canadian literature, there is no lack 

of discussion, but again the topids range from verv..broad policy . 

issues to the attributes of a particular technology. The several 

publications by the Economics Branch at the Department of 

Communications
11 

provide a valuable overview to the - potential impact 

of these information technologies on employmenti  capital  and output 

trends in Canada. In the SaMe,vein, work has been done in the 

Canadian context to - examine prouction.  functions separating "infor- 

2/ 
mation laboUr" and "non-information labour" components- . 

3/ 
The work of Peitchinis- at the University of Calgary has 

provided verv important observations on the perception of direct  

job destruction and job creation as the result of techndlogical 

change. His study focusseS on changes in-educational and skill 

I/ 
Andrieu, Michel and Shirley Serafini .  "Impacts ofElectronics 

and'Telecommunications oh Production Process in Canadian 
Manufactdring": 

Serafini, S., M. Andrieu and  M. Estabrooks "Post-Industrial 
Canada and the New Information Technology". 

/
Warskett, George "The Role of InfOrmation Activities in Total 
Canadian Manufacturing: Separability and Substitutability". 

2/Peitchihis, Stephen  G.. "The Effect of Technological Changes on 
Educational and Skill Requirements..of Industry". 

nio rne1ica • Ottawa, Canada .• Effective Ecchorrid Research 
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1 

1 

1 

1. 

1 

requirements and his findings tend to confirm the notion that 

there have not been massive changes and dislocations resulting 

from technological change,but that shifts in future: years might 

be more significant. One important coMment, made by Peitchinis, 

and very relevant to the information requirements of.a. Macro 

analysis is that "evidence of,the extent to which the adoption of 

new.process technology is 'taken for granted is• the apparent failure 

to evaluate its manpower and 'other effects after adoption has 

I/ 
taken  place".  

IIvery concise picture of .the varied conolusions,concerning employment 

- impacts of new technologies. From his revieW of the literature 

Zeman has  concluded that  "On the key question- of the net job balance  

effect for the whole economy:resulting frob the new technologies., 

there exists 'no consensus  in the literature "2/
. While his specific 

conclusions have been supported by the findings of this study, one 

comment›is worth repeating here: "In  contrast to the *great' 

sophistication and variety of theoretical propositions concerning 

technological unemployment, the available empirical evidence is too 11 

weak to help the critical analyst to orient -himself: .The reViewer 

of the currentjiterature cannot but be struck by the relatively 

1/. 	. 
- ibid.  page 7. 

-
2/

Zeman Op.  cit. 

3/ 
- Zeman op. cit.  page 43. 

Iniorrnetritea • Ottawa, Canada  •  Effective Economic Research 
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1/ poor factual:base-on which the present debates are conducted', - . 

Other studies of note in Canada tend to focus on 

particular technologies (EFTS, CAD/CAM)
2/ 

or narrower research 

3 areas. For examPle- , a.series of articles'by J. Crea
/

h•-• discuss 

electronic funds transfer and automation of - banking- in Canada. 
• 

Jack Scrimgeour-4/  has covered many aspects of CAD/CAM in a wide 

range of articles on that topic. The "Office Of. the Future" was 

5/ 6/ discussed by Robert Russel- , and M. McLean- has foCussed on the. 

application ,of microelectronics. Other broader analySes 
• 

that of R & D and communications 2/  , and the useof national accounts - 
. 

and input-output techniques to analyze technological impacte / 

1/ • - - page 31 .-32 

2/ - EFTS: Electronic Funds Transfer SysteM. ..CAD/CAM: 
aided design/cbmpùter-aided manufacturing. 	. 

computer- 

2/
Crean, J. F. in the Canadian Banker and ICB Review various issues. 

- Scrimgeour,J. "CAD/CAM and its Impact on the Manufacturing 
Industry" and other articles. 

- Russe l, Robert A. "The Electronic Briefcase, - The Office of the 
Future". 

• /McLean,  J. Michael "The Impact of thé Micràelectronics Industry 
on the Structure of. the CanadianEconomy". 

7/Wil1s, Russel "Research, Development and Communication in the 
Canadian Economy". 

/Joliandet-Bernadat, Roland "Macroeconomie.de  la Societe Informatisee". 

Iniorxneurlea  e Ottawa, Canada • Effective Economic Research 
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Each author has contributed to his particular field but 

none has been able to approach the issues from the macroeconomic 

viewpoint. Part of this deficiency relates to the scarcity of • 

information, and Part to use of partial analysis. 

Interviews With Experts  

As it was initially thought that the experts in the different 

technologies . would be able to provide information on which to base 

an impaCt'study,éach perSon was asked the set of questions below. 

The responses are outlined in this section, but in general terms 

these experts were unable. to answer the questions ,I ,ecause: (a) their I 

technology'had not_been implemented or had not been tested in market  

:trials; (b) the technblogy was currentlY in • se,  but data were not 

-available;., or (c) the technology was in use, and its impact had 

.been analysed,: but the analYsis did not address these specific 

questions. If the impact of a particular technology had been 

considered in the context of the overall economy, the analysis was 

IIusually inconsistent and the resulting "macro" impact was the result 

of the amalgamation of Several Partial views of the economy. 

. 	Since the time frame, for the analysis is à ten-year Peribd, II 

it was necessary to identify those technologies which were - likely 

to have a significant macrd impact during that time, and those 

technologies which would not.' With So little precise information 

available, how was this selection made? Those  technologies  which 

currently enjoyed fairly widespead use and acceptance were automat-

ically included in the group of technologies which would have an 

Informeirica • Ottawa, Canada • Effective Economic Research 
LIMITED • 
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QUESTIONS FOR THE TECHNOLOGY EXPERTS 

1. MATCH.(YOUR) TECHNOLOGY WITH RELEVANT USER/SUPPLIER 
INDUSTRIES. 

WHEN (IN HOW MANY YEARS) WILL IMPLEMENTATION OF 
.TECHNOLOGY OCCUR? 

• -- INTRODUCTION? 

- 	DIFFUSION? 

WHAT WILL BE THE MAGNITUDE OF INVESTMENT REQUIRED BY 

AN INDUSTRY ' TO ACQUIRE THE TECHNOLOGY? 

WHAT MAJOR CHANGES WILL •OCCUR IN THE MATERIALS INPUT MIX? 

WHAT WILL BE THE IMPACT ON EMPLOYMENT? 
, 

WHAT  ARE THE  INCENTIVES 19 INDUSTRY_TO.ADOPT THE NEW 

TECHNOLOGY? 

WHAT COULD .  CAUSE THEMTO POSTPONE INVESTING? 

WHAT ARE THE SUPPLYING INDUSTRIES? 

WHERE ARE THEY LOCATED? 

8 ,  WHAT INCENTIVES/DISINCENTIVES WOULD CAUSE SUPPLY 

INDUSTRIES TO LOCATE IN CANADA/ABROAD? 

WHERE ARE OTHER COUNTRIES IN TERMS OF ADOPTING  NEW 

TECHNOLOGIES IN INDUSTRIES WHICH ARE IMPORTANT 

IN CANADA? 

10, WHERE WOULD CANADA HAVEA COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE/ 

DISADVANTAGE IN ESTABLISHING A DOMESTIC SUPPLYING 

INDUSTRY? 

1 
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impact.  Such  things as CAD/CAM., process control, new business 
- 

' services, and PAY-TV fell into .this category, The second group - . 

i.e. those technologies which will be introduced within the ten-year I/ 

period, but which"will not have a significant impact •- includes 

new home  services . such as videotex, and related servides.such as 

home-shopping which would also include advanced  applications .of 	
II 

electronic funds transfer. These groupings are shown in the table 

beloW. The list is not eXhatistive, but is illustrative of Major 

"technologies" or their applications, which Might be h.andled in 

11 
a macro:framework. 

There was a very large gap between the information which 
I/ 

many of the experts'thought was or "should be" available and what 

actually exists. One, difficUlty in obtainihg the required informa- 

tion is-that .  it has perhaps, not been consolidated from the various 

areas of the firm. For, example, one individual would not have 

all thé pieces of data, but depending on his role in the appraisal 

of the investment decisiOn, or the actual installation and use . 

of the technology, or in examining corporate performance, he may 

have an answer to one or tWo questions. Another difficulty is the 

sensitivity of much-of this information, in unionized and non-union  

firms alike Management might not be willing to provide estimates 

which imply a reduction• in all or part of the firm's labour force. 

An additional reason for, lack of specific information 

is that certain "technologies" will require coordination among- 

users and suppliers and decisions on regulatory issues (in particular. 

the question of carriers) before a clear picture of the new system 

, 	 . 

Iniormezrlea Ottawa, Canada • Effective Economic Research 
lIMITECI 
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CLASSIFICATION OF TECHNOLOGIES 

CLASS 1 

-- CAD/CAM 

-- PROCESS CONTROL 

-- ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER SYSTEM 

-- BUSINESS SERVICES (WORD PROCESSORS) COMPLEX WORK STATIONS) 

-- "CLOSED -USER GROUP" USE OF VIDEOTEX AND RELATED 

"INFORMATION , SYSTEMS" 

-- MICROPROCESSORS (EMBODIED IN CONSUMER DURABLES - 

- 	IMPLICATION fOR-SERVICING REQUIREMENTS AND 	- • 

IMPACT ON PRODUCTION EMPLOYMENT,NO. OF PARTS) 

-- ELECTRONIC MAIL 

-- 

-- VIDEO CASSETTES/DISCS 

-- MICROCOMPUTERS FOR PERSONAL AND BUSINESS USE 

CLASS 2 

NEW HOME SERVICES (ESPECIALLY VIDEOTEX) 
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1 

can emerge. An example of this is a fully automated national 

electronic funds . transfer system. Issues of compatability of the 

,systems of individual chartered banks must be dealt with as well 

as the dedication-of:lines for communication, and . selection of 

mode of operations at the retail level. With so many major issues 

unsolved a clear picture of that level of full automation . of  funds 

transfer does not exist. (It is possible to depict a much lower 

level of automation, hOweVer, such as full automation of services 

within each chartered bank .or financial institution.) Similar and 

perhaps. more "serious difficulties exiSt for certain new home services, 

such as videotex. Without sophisticated market trials for this 

. 

 

service,  it is not possible -  to make even "informed guesses" of the 

qüantitative:Parameters of this technology. 

A thirdreason for lack of precise information on a 

technology is that "productivity" is not well-defined, particularly 

for office functions. Where introduction of a new technology may 

redefine the.structure and role of a "unit" such as the office', 

consistent measures of change or impact are difficult. However, 

despite this difficulty, it is crucial to make some attempt to 

unravel the issues and analyse them in a consistent framework. 

The remainder of this section briefly reports the comments II 

of the experts on their particular technology. (A iist . of the people 

interviewed is.found in Appendix B.) 

hiiormetrica • Ottawa, Canada • Effective Economic Research 
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CAD/CAM and Process Control  

CAD/CAM (computeraided design/computer-aided manufacturing) 

includes product design and analysis; customer order handling;, 

production, material and inventory control, automated production 

(use of numerical control of tools, industrial robots), and  automated 

material handling t .among others. CAD/CAM may be differentiated from 

process control to the extent that sensor based inputs are the major 

source of information for process control, while "huMan": inputs are 

the major. source for  CAD/CAM. Process control has probably peaked 

in terms of the rate of implementation by firms, and also has much 
, 

more modest economic impacts in terms of labour . requirements than 

CAD/CAM, 

- While several Canadian industries already Make use of 

CAD/CAM processes, the timing  of the implementation of a new technology 

is likely to be a function of the "technological distance from the 

source". That is, large firms with their own R & D group, or with. , 

strong links to the source of R & D developments will implement 

new  technologies more raPidly than smaller firMs who rely on suppliers 

or other .indirect Sources  of information for new technologies. 

CAD/CAM applications will also differ . depending on whether 

the process is being.incorporated in an existing,plant.or as part 

of a system for an entirely new plant. These systems typically 

involve a high degree of user input. For example, the programming - 

of an industriarrobot will be very user-oriented.  In  terms of 

impact on employment, as CAD/CAM ià used to processa small amount 

Inforrnetrica Ottawa,  Canada Effective Economic Research - 
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of compleX information,' it will not have as significant an impact 

as technologies which process large volumes of simple inforMation. 

The developmental phaseof CAD/CAM systems also requires a high 

proportion of very ,  skilled people. 

CAD/CAM systems will not cause shifts in thé Materials 

input mix of a production process, but rather imm 	
I/

ect the mechanical _ 

àspects- of production. Until industrial robots are developed on 

emide Scale-with pattern-recognition and tactile abilities, there 

is a-definite upper limit to the role.of industrial  robots'. 

The Price  of CAD/CAM systems is unlikely to decline in 

real te/ilis  as e-:large portion of the system is the labour-intensive 

userdesigned' component, and as well no major-technological break-

throughs which:would  affect CAD/CAM: - seem eminent. 	. 

' 

Electronic Funds Trensfer 'System 	
. 

' 

The technology exists for a fully automated national 

electronic funds transfer system, and the automation.of internal 

functions,by chartered banks and financial institutions,is the 

first major step  in  this direction. . However;  as the banks. and 

financial institutions.  are  at different stages of implementation 

of their systems, and use different "technologies", all would have . 

to invest in ensuring cOmpatability'Of their system with all others 

before a national system can be a reality. 

- EFTS in the market place (i.e. at the retail level) j.s 

also progressing along its own route. Credit checking facillties 

incorporated in. POS (point-of-sale) terminels and the, introduction 

Iniorrnetrica • Ottawa,  Canada  •  Effective Ecznomic Research 
LIMIT!O 
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of a machine which•wOuld. link the. retail outlet with  the central 

inforMation office' of bank card companies are also moves to 

facilitate a fully automated syStem 

• . - 	• These current developments. will have already 'resulted 

in some impact on employment requirements, both current and 

forecast, within chartered banks in particular. It might •be 

possible to•consider the impact of autbmation by all banks and. 

financial institutions  of  their internal functions,. as this . h.as 

a high probability of - occurring within thé next ten years- A 

"fully-automated" ystem is less likely, or at least one which • 

will have.a major impact,. as there-are stili many  issues to be 

resolved before such a System could be operational.- 	-. 

New Business/Office Services  

Particularly  in office services, rising Wages are seen 	. 

as the main incentive.to investment in neW office equipment. The 

view is that employment will be severely impacted by new technology.. 

The automation of cleridal functions and the  improved productivity . 

provided by word processors or complex work stations Will 1oWer 

employment growth  in theoffice, but will also lead  tb a different 

mix of skills: 	, 

As the softwarecomponent of the equipment becomes more 

. important, the price of the new office 'systems' will rise.or at 

least remain constant, in the face of declining hardware  ost. 

The lack of marketing skills in Canada, as well as the low level 

of research and development,are viewed as. the major bbstacles to- 

Informetriea . Ottawa, Canada • Effective Economic Research 
LIMITe0 
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developing a domestic supply industry .  (with export capabilities). 

While the new office equipment will change skill requirement" 

it  will also affect the processes within.the office, and the functions 

of the,managerial and professional staff. New services (iricluding. 	II 

'closed-user groùp' use of videotex) will permit more  efficient  

organization and manipulation of, information .and data, 	, 

Although such changes cannot be.  quantified in terms of 

their impact, the  produc4ivity gains from using the more 'basic'. 

forms of the new technolàgy should eventually -show up.. Take as an 
11 

example, the Calgary law firm which through efficient use of word 

processors has been able to add three lawyers to its staff, although II 

1/ .it now  ha s six fewer.secretaries- . This is a clear example of more 

output for thé same (or fewer) inputs. 14 'is arieddotal; but probably- 11  

IIcharacteristic of the nature of change whichis  occurring  in this area 

Electronic Mail  

SeVeral stages of development of electronic  mail  are 

envisaged, although the,ultimate appearance'of electronic mail in 

the home will not occur in the next:ten years. The major hurdles' 

which must be overcome before any form of electronic mail, is  imple- 

mented  in a major network is compatability of sending and receiving 

systems. In-house, cldsed7user group electronic mail Or message 

systems are now a reality, and transmission of messages '(or "mailu-) 

1/Canadian Office,  February 1980, page 51. 
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by electronic means  Dy  the Post Office using existing telecommuni-

cations links) to a .distributiOn centre • (at which point normal 
• 

PoSt.Office distribution'takes over) is also a reality. Capital: 	- 

investment in equipment and in"communications lines by the carriers 

would be 'n.ecessary". However, the major factor in delaying general 

use of electronic mail will be -social and cultural reluctance to 	, 

adopt thiS new technology.. Until more spedific information is.. , 

available on the proposed components of an electronic mail system 

very little work can be carried out on the impact of this.technology. 

A change in the proportion of mail flowing through normal'ChanneIs 

and that going by electronic means would likely change the mix of 

occupatiàhs and skill requirements of the Post Office. The-impact 

on the level of eMployment is not clear, but the cost of "mailing" 

to the user would be lower if electronic means were ùsed, particularly 

if time for delivery is important. 

- New Home Services  

While such services as security/burglar alarms; and energy 

conservation systems are currently - supplied,to hoffies via the cable 

network, largermore 'general' services associated with videotex are 

not likely to have a major impact on the economy within the next , 

ten years. Videotex has not undergone extensive market testing in 

Canada at this date, and the types of services (or databases) which 

would be provided by such a system have not been well defined. For 

example a system which used the Department of Communications'Telidon 

technology would ,provide access to a bank of information. The type 

of information which would be provided and the paymentarrangements 

Informetrica • Ottawa, Canada  •  Effective Economic Research 
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11 

11 are still in  they  formative stages of development. The bank of• 

information will to some extent define the "audience" and potentia l . 

users of this service. Additional features such as "home shopping" 	11 . 

or electronic funds transfer or 'mail, using the Videotex system, 	11 

will require significant investments by "carriers" of the information 

flows and again these are not likely to enjoy widespread use or be 	II 

significant in the macroeconomy by.1990.  It is not possible to make 

any comments on the employment generation by (domestic) supply indus- II 

tries, or by. "information brokers" who prepare and update information II 

bases, until there is information on the type of equipment, the source 

of supply, the price, the price of the services, etc. For this reason" 

the videotexrelated home services cannot yet be included in an impact 

study. • 	 • 

There are, however, other consumer products and services 

*which currently enjoy wide acceptance in Canada and/or .  the United 

States. These include: PAY-TV, video cassettes, and home computers. 
II 

 

To the extent that the associated hardware, or the programming 

content of the new products are domestically produced there will be 	11 

sortie  employment generated in "supplying" industries. As the consumer  

faces both  a budget and time constraint in his purchase and use 

of these items they will compete with each other and with other 	. 

new and exiSting leisure-activities. Thus to'.the extent that new • 

 products and services substitute for›existing (e.g. video cassettes 

for movie theatres) there will  be  some negative employment impact 

IIin the "declining" industry. Information on expected market penetra-

tion, source of supply, price and the change in mix of consumer 

1 
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expenditures would likely .provide sufficient detail on which to 

base. a macroeconomic impact of these new goOds and servides. 

Informetica . Ottawa, Canada s Effective Economic Research 
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CHAPTER 3 

Alternative Scenarios of the Implementation of New Technologies  

From the previous chapter it is evident - that lack of 

precise information is a serious problem for a macro study. While' 

it was possible to identify many technological changes which would 

likely occur within the next ten years, there is no - informatiOn. 

which would permit us to rank or quantify the impacts. yery few 

of the people interviewed felt that government policies would be: .  

effective in altering the rate of implementation of any new 

technologies, but.rather otherconsiderations, in particular 

domestic_and international competitiveness; "would plav the major - 

roles.  From  the myriad of likely changes, and with a view to the 

nature of the concerns expressed (impact on employment, international 

trade, new products, etc.) four scenarios . havé been postulated. 

These scenarios include technological  change of different types 

with direct impacts in  different areas of the economy. These are 

hypothetical  cases, illustrative of the kinds of impact studies 

it is possible to carry  out, of the nature of the information 

required, and of the immlementation -procedure in a macroeconomic _ 

model. 

In this chapter the four -  scenarios.are described in a 

macroeconomic context. - That is, assumptions are made concerning -

what we have elsewhere called the "distribution of rents". In 

this wav we have the necessary set of information to.trace the 

impact of a particular technological change throùgh 'Phase Two' 

inforxnetrica. 9  Ottawa Canada :Effective Economic Research 
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11 

of our framework and to Consider the multiplier 'effects. It has 	/ 

been necessary to make certain simplifying assumptions concerning 
111 

the rate of  implementation and length of time required to "fully 	111 

,implement" a new,system. 	 : 	' 11 

While recognizing that technological change  is  a continuous  

process and in fact -  rarely involves quantum shifts, for purposes 	11 

of this feasibility study' we assume that a single  technological 

IIchange occurs :(e.g. use of industrial robots or other computer-relate 

devices in a manufactilring process), and that after a certain 	- I 

number of years this new procedure is fully implemented. This permits, 

in a macro-framework, an analYsis of the impact of the Change as. 	111 

the various ectortà.,d-fust to the: change with greater or lesser 

IIrapidity. .., 

. 	 11 
The four,hypothetical scenarios are A. Automation. of 

Production Processes in the Textile industry; B. Office Automation;  

C. The Automation of, Internal Functions of Financial Institutions I/ 

(e.g. fully,automated operations of à chartered bank across its - 

11 branch system, but not between chartered banks),  and  D. Introduction 

of New Consumer Products/Services. The remainder of this chapter 

deals with the assumptions of each scenario and then finally with 

the role:of government policies to Promote technological change. 

A— Textile Industry: increased Automation of "Production Processes  

This scenario hypothesizes a significant increase in the 

automation of production procesées in this induStry. The precise 

method of . achieving,this - change is not.specified but could include 

such  computer 7aided-manufacturing dev • ces as industrial robots, or 

. 	 . Informetrica Ottawa, Canada • E.e.ffective Economic Research 
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improved process control,“etc. The first consideration is the 

magnitude of ,inveStment required to purChasé the ,technology. 

Since no quantitative information is- readily'available on this 

investment, an impact simulation would target for a specific 

capital/output ratio, where "capital" is restr.icted to machinery 

and equipment;›as this is the most relevant form of capital for 

- the technological change we are discussing - (as compared to investment 

in non-residential construction). 

In order to deterMiné an appropriate increment to investment, 

a target capital/output ratio would be hypothesized, andinvestment 

would be increased over, say,a five year period to achieve that 

ratio. Two - additional -questions  - remain concerning investment, The, 

first is the.sOurce of the machinery and equipment purchased. Is 	; 

'it supplied domestically or fromabroad? The second question ,  

- concerns the scrappage rate of capital in the industry and is 

slightly more complex. Does-  the availablity of this "new technology" 

as embodied in the machinery and equipment, cause the:industry to 

sdrap existing stock at, a - much more rapid raté than otherwise? 

This would lead to significant changes in the vintage  of the capital - 

stock, but may not require any change in the capital/output ratio: 

If the'industry, however, scraps its stock at its "normal" rate, 

and increments its st.oCk through investing in the nèw technology, 

we are still in the world we set out above', with some (higher) targat 

capital/output ratio. While this latter issue is an important 

consideration in the analysis, it is perhaps less crucial to -the 

outcome than the assumptions concerning productivity and »rents". 

Inîorrnetrica Ottawa,.Canadà * Effective Economic Resezirch 
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Implementation of this "new technology" will result in 

productivity gains for the industry. These gains could be aChieved 

in two ways - fewer production workers or less material inputs• 

for the same leVel of output. These changes could be experienced 

in both the textile and clothing industries. It is conceivable 

that with such . shifts in the nature of the production process 	• 

relatively more "information workers" would be required than 

previously. We assume, however, that this would not offset the 

productivity gains achieved elsewhere. -  

Since the textile industry is  in 'a vulnerable position 

vis-a-vis international competition, the "rent" question is a very 

important one. (This discussion could aPply equally well to any 

'other industry which either exports a substantial share of its 

total production,, or  competes intensively with imports in the_ 

domestic market.) The industry is in a position, having invested 

in the neW technology, to produce the same level of output at a 

lower cost, and still achieve the same rate of return.on its 

investment as previously. If the induStry maintains its price  

to consumers it will have additonal profit or return on its 

investment, which may be directed towards higher real.wages for 	, 

the (remaining) employees, or which may remain in the•industry's 

profits to bé distributàd to owners or.shareholders or reinvested. 

However, as this industry is highly competitive in an international 

enVironment, and as it is unlikely that the Canadian industry would 

update its technology in isolation, the most plausible distribution 

of this "rent" is to consumers in the 'form of lower Prices. These 

Inior me  irica •  Ottawa,  Canada • Effective Economic Research 
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lower Prices would at'least maintain, but possibly immrove'the' 

domestic* industry's position *against imports and'wouldhave an. 

impact-on the balance.of payMents  in  textiles and clothing. 

B. .Office Automation  . 

'Technological change in "the office" is a more  nebulous 	- 

'concept  than  automation of a factory's production process: ,But as 

this is an area of major concern, we felt it important to at l est  

put forward some'suggeStions as,tà how this problem Might be tackled. 

The major difficulty in discussing office automation is its definition. 

The introduction of complex work stations and the ability of managers* 

to access-  files and 'information instantaneously, wilI . result in not - 

only productivity gains at clerical levels, but neW roles for managers 

and a change in the decision-making process. Many of thése.shifts 

in attitudes and work environments cannot be quantified.' However, 

for many of the clerical functions there will be measurable produc-

tivity gains. Bearing in mind that these problems exist,' we  will  

:continue to examine this scenario in terms of investment requirements, 

productivitv . gains and rents. - 2 

Investment for office automation.-will be. most likely to - 
. 

occur through machinery and equipment pul-chases. This investment 

will 'result.in a direct substitution of new capital stock for old, 

leading to a complete shift in the vintage of , capital stock. The  

time frame fOr à change is less clear 	partiOularly since there 

are many office:functions which lend themselves to automation, and 

which mav.be automated independently of . each other. If the investment 

IniornielrIca • Ottawa, Canada • Effective EconOmic Research 
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is to besourced,,thé'ddmestià . and ihported components must be known,: 

AmOrelntérésting'question -deals with the equipment itself -. ,There: 

.are many:indicatiohS that the software -C,omponent'of officeequiPment:: 

will groW at - a More rapid pace, in terms of-p6st and importance, 

than the hardware This will lead toe.. change in  the configuration 

of the Supplyindustries as software beComeea more 

and they contributeHmore  value-added;:tb;the office:equipment or 

system-theY prodUpe. -  Alternately, the .change could:occur in the-' 

impôrtant product 

1 

1 

user industry, if they-design their own-software to be used with 

thé hardwarethey pUrchase, 

terhS - Of productiVity, gains, these are difficult t 

purely'olerical, manual functiOns whichmay. 

automated: Office :automation may'aiso lead to-other coSt savings-

more efficient potage  'cost détermination;'lesS,eXpensivé 

charges, more efficient information  storage_and retrieval e.g-

microficheversüs Paper). These gains may not cause a change in 

,labour  requirements',  but do provide the user . with 

In broad terms these result in  more output for the sahe input, as - 

time and*material reboUrcee are-.Used more efficiently: How can 

thiS be expressed in eçonomiç terms?  Office automation  impacts' 

'all'industries to a:greater ozHleSser eXtent,' and may not directly  

impact  the end produO-t-of the industry. HoweVer, lower operating. 
• 

costs:for office.functions will:show up . initiallyiee'increased 

profit, although the r.ents" -  may be - captured in Other ways and 

before they .readh the user industry. 	 . 
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The supplying industry '(particularly if a domestic 

. supplier is protected by tariff barriers.) may be able to Capture 

the bulk of the rents through higher prices. If ,the supplier does 

not succeed in taking a chunk of the rent, the-operators of -the 

new office equipment may deMand relatively higher wages as they 

are more highly skilled operators. The net result will be a 

general increase in productivity for the industry as a whole, 

as productivity rises in the office functions. If the user 

industry does not return the rent to the supplier by paying a 

higher price, or pav higher wages to its emplOvees, corporate 

profits are likely to increase and these may be distributed to 

. shareholders, or selling prices of the user - industry willbe lower, 

C. The Automation of Internal Functions of Financial 'Institutions  

This particular scenario deals with the automation of 

functions within banks and other financial institutions. Included 

in this Particular case are inter-branch communications facilities 

as currently exist in seVeral chartered banks, as. well as automation 

of internal banking functions such as recording accounts, calculating 

interest, cash balances, etc. However, this scenario stops short 

of a fully-automated national EFTS-situation. It would not rule 

out automation of  credit checking and authorization for major credit 

cards. 	 - 
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*Much of the change put forward in this simulation is 

underway at the present; which makes the scenario more interesting 

as certain impacts may already be observed in the economy. Befora 

citing examples from Canada i s . current,experience  in  this area,1 

we will examine investment, productivity and "rent implications 

of this technology. 

Similar considerations on the investment side apply tO 

this case as to the 'previouS two. .libw much investment in machinery 

and equipment and: in nôn-reSidential constrUction (to house new 

compUting centres) .  is. required? Will this investment be domestic 

or foreign-sourced? -  And what will be the software component of ' 

the machinery  and  equipment investment? Will  the software ,  be 
- 

proVided by .the supplier,of - the  hardware or  Will the uSer-,deVeloP 

his own Software? (If We were to consider a fully-autOmated national" 

electronic funds transfer system, additional Investment would be 

necessary for centralized clearing facilities, to achieve compata-

bility  of  individual systems, for communications links and for 

additional transactions tezuinals at the retail level). 

With these automated systems in place, productivity gains 1 

may be achieved directiv by eliminating many of the Manual calculations 

0 	 11111  

in a bank. There is-eVidence now that automation of functiOns has 

permitted new services to be introduced. An example is the new 

'daily interest saVings account. Increased cOmpetition from the new 

services will possibly lower cost of service to the consumer.. As : 

in previouS examples, employees' wages might also increase . rf more 

skills are requiréd to operate the new equipment. 
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D. Introduction ,  of New Consumer Products/Services  

• This last hypothetical scenario examines -  the introduction 

of new consumer produCts, embodying new technologies: Examples 

of such products would be: home - computers7 video cassettes; video 

discs; new cable  services  (including security services; energy. 

conservation); and-PAY-TV. Since the consumer is the purchaser 

or "investor", the concepts used in the previous cases alter ,slightly 

in thiS example.  The initial consideration is the location of 

supplying industries. These may constitute new industries in the 

economy, sumPlying new products. What is the domestic/foreign 

content of the hardware and sciftware embodied in the consumer products? 

From the consumer's viewpoint the purchaseofa durable 

- good such as a home computer ,or video-,disc,tonstitutes.an - investment. 

Given the consumer's budget constraint, these purchases will 

displace expenditure on other goods. -An additional constraint for 

the consumer in this  instance  might be leisure time, as  most of 

these products vie for leisure time the extent. that any  of 

these new products or services allows  the  consumer-to spend his 

leisure time more productively - e.g. giving the consumer the 

capability of watching specific televisiOn Programs ,or movies at 

his convenience - they may be said to result inproductiVity 

gains . , or provide some "psychic rent" to the 'consumer. 

Employment will be created in the sUpplying industries 

and in servicing the new equipment. However, the trade-off  made by 

the consumer by - for example - pUrchasing a vided-cassette system 

rather than going out to movies, will cause certain industries to 

InFormelrica Ottawa, Canada • Effective Economic Research 
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decline relatively. 

The  Rôle of Government . . 

What options are open to government to promote more 

rapid devélopment  of  new technologies (establishment of domestic 

supply industries), and to affect the -rate of diffusion and 

implementation of these  technologies?  Very few of the experts 

interviewed felt that goVernmentoliCies : woUld influénée  business 

decisions-on ,  whether.or not to invest, and_ on the timing of the 

investment. Ultimately the firm's decision would be based  on 

questions  of competition and standard investment appraisal criteria. 

The more important iSsue.of , the impleffienta•ion of new tec•nology' 

mas, .for most people, not . the-source of supply of:the:techholôgy 

(domestic or foreign), but rather-when.and:if the new—technology 

is adopted in Canada.

One area of government "involvement" which was discussed 

. with  the experts,  was the problem of very rapid obsolescence Of 

investment goods in areas whàre'new- generations of equipment were 

appearing in.quick succession, and with little change in price. 

Firms might be reluctant to:invest, as ,  a new generation of  the 

product could appear well before their inveStment has .been fully 

depreciated. Many suppliers are circuMventing this problem by 

leasing their products-, but if their leasing charges are themselves-

based on a relatively rapid depreciation of the equipment, the user 

still bears part of these costs. 	• 
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. While government  incentives to research and development 

• are assumed to be an integral component in the ,promotion of 

technological change, there is some evidence that this policy 

may, in fact, confer very few benefits to the ecOnomy, in terms 

of increased R & p expenditure, although the small change in 

R & D expenditure does lead to higher output Policies which 

promote R & D through increasing the investment tax credit on 

R & D, or increasing the capital consumption allowance (on total 

or incremental R & D expenditures) - -may, thus, bé expected to have 

relatively small impacts on the level of R & D expenditure:, It 

is also noted that to the extent that R & D expenditure is increased 

there will be à further (slight) .  decrease in tax revenues. 

As:there was no consensus -  on the positive impact of 

 'government polidies in.- promoting new-SupplY industries, or the rate Of 

adoption of new .technologies, this is  one area.whiCh must be more 

carefully researched before reasonable assumptions càn be made in 

an impact study. 

- 
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CHAPTER . 4 

Implementing Alternative Scenarios Using TIM • 

- The  Structure of TIM . 

TIM is ah-  annual macroeconomic model of -the Canadian 

• 1/ 	- economy.— Its structure is similar to the CANDIDE family of models, 

although it has been completely reestimated by Informetrica and 

employs the .1971 Input/Output submodel in a different manner than 

the CANDIDE models: TIM, and all other major macrbeçonomic models, 

detail seven basic sectors of the economy: - (a) final demand (expen-

diture by end use sector); (h) industry output; (c) labdur supply - 

and demand; (d) returns to factors and industry domestic output; 

(e)final demand prices; (f) incomes (by séttor and aggregate).., and 

(g) financial variables  and  capital flowS. The inter-relationships 

ofthese sectors are shOwn in the diagram below.  An  :additional 

"Sector" of the model is the input/output sUbmodel which provides 

the linkage between final .demand  and  industry output and between 

industry and foreign prices and domestic final demand prices. 

The interdependence of thé sectors is evident from  the  

diagram. In the TIM model, as in all "macro models" the variables 

in all sectors are determined simultaneously. Changes in a single 

sector - for example, an increase  in  investment --are reflected 

simultaneously in other sectors -Lagged iffipacts are built into the 

model system, to the extent that-equations include lagged explanatory 

variables: Thus the possibility that a response to a particular 

1/The reader isreferred to "The Informetrica Model", by Paul jacobson, 
InfOrmetrica Limited October 1979, for a More detaiied description 
of the model. 
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change in the pC0110My will not show up instantaneously is included -

in the model, as reflected in the equations whiCh are based  on 

 historical  data and  response lags. As well as being a simultaneous 

model, TIM also has dynamic and nonlinear properties. As a dynamic 

model, the solution values of a given year are partially determined 

by solution values of Previous years. The nonlinear equations of 

TIM have the effect that the size of a change in a particular year 

depends on the solution values for that (current)  year. . 

The diagram of the sectoral linkages is, in many ways, - 

analogous,to the impact chart whichiwas desCribed in the introduction 

(page, 2). To be  a true simultaneoUs system the impact chart,  should 

have another link from the.bottom box of "multiplier effects" back 

the tOP of the flow; although the indUced investment from the .•

initial impact will nôt neàessariiy be .  in a 'new technology. 

Since TIM is based on historical relationships, any change 

which is made to the assumptions or parameters of. the model, .will - 

in the absence of additional information or other changes - fèed 

through the model at the same pace and:with the same impacts 'as 

occurred during the sample period used for estimating the model. If 

there is reason to . belleve that thel.iistorical patterns of demand 

and' response, or the historical input mix for final demand may have 

changed,or are ho longer valid,in the "new" forecast being hypothesized, 

certain types of information or detail are necessary to impose the 

new pattern on the model. Using investmentA.n the textile industry 

as an example,
1/ 

supPose that investment in the industry is increased . 

significantly in a particular year, relative to the "base" view of 

- the economy. If this investment issimply added to the assumptions 

/See Chapter 5 for "demonstration" simulations of such investment. 
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of the simulation (as an exOgenoUs change, or constant adjustment 

to an endogenous term), it will Work ,through the normal (historical) II 

channels of response. Themix of goods and services purchased will- 

refleçt what:that:Mix was in the historical period and output and 

employment will rise as a direct  result. There may be some producti- 

vity.gain and ultiMatelY real incomes. will increase in general as 

the multiplier effects show:up- But what can be done if there is a 

priori:knowIedge that this investment does not:involVe purchase' of the 

IInormal  mix of goods and services for textile.investment? Rather the 

investment is in specific high'technology equipment, and the direct  . 
'II 

impact of this investment will be to reduce  theindlistry's emploYmént In 

 requireMentsfor'a specific level of output. The only way that such II 

impacts dan.be-imposed on the model .  is by -  making use of such additional' 

Ltiformetion - to P:djuSt:the çOnVentionl direct 'impacts ;'.'impacts ;'. to achieve thosili 

which are expected to occur.- This, in part, explains the information II  

II reqûirements, particularly td the extent that these exceed simple 

knowledge of the magnitude of investment. The textile exaMple is 

described technically, in terms of an implémentation  using TIM, below 

and the illustrative simulations with the model consider both the 

case of annormal" increase in investment ;  and an increase of identic4 

magnitude but which is direàted towards-high technology machinery 

and equipment with significant labour prOductivity gains. 

The questions for the technology experts included information 

on the direct  impact of investment in new technology, to the extent 	II 

that this impact differs from the normal historical response. Until . 

11 such detail is available, there are very few ways to define cp -  simulate 

the impact of investment in'such. technologies. 
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The next section provides a technical  discussion of how 

each of the four scenarios, sèt Out above, would be.described as -a 

simulation uàing TIM. The specific nature of the changes required, 

and the variables  which would be adjusted (where known) are identified. 

Implementation of the Scenarios  

Automation of the Textile Industry  

Investment in new machinery and equipment by the textile 

industry is the first and driving assumption in this scenario. This 

machinery and equipment eMbodies a new technology which results in 

substantial improvement in labour productivity. In the TIMenvirônment, 

the relevant investment variables are M67IMK (investment in machinery 	. 

and equipment, $1971; knitting.and clothing) and M05.IMK. (investment 

in machinery  and  equipment, $1971; textileS): - Sinde wellavehypdthesize( 

that the investment is incremental to that in our reference .  vieW of 

the . economy; eaCh variable:would be adjusted by the apPropriate - 1971$ 

1/ amount, through a constant-term adjustment. 7. If no other compensating 

adjustmentS are made, this .investment will lead diredtly to increased 

industry output and increased employment. 'While investment is broken 

• down for approximately  45. industries  (not including government), 

estimates of employment and wage bills  are available for only the 12 

major industry groups. For this'reason, employment in the textile; 

knitting and clothing industries, and- their wage bills are part of 

total manufacturing employment and wage bill, and-do not appear 

explicitly in the model. . 

1/A constant term.adjustment is a regularly used procedure for' changing 
the solution. value  of a.variable tb correspond to the particular 
assumptions of the simulation. 
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, 	Since this scenario assumes a significant improvement in 

labour productivity resUlting from the investment,..manufacturing 

emplàyment (bOth,man-years MAET - and hdurs, MAETHR) mu,st have offsetting 

ilnegative - adjuStments to,ensure that  the direct impact of.the.investmen 

is a decrease. in manufacturing employment related to textiles and - 

clothing ! A further refinement in this - particular scenanio is that 

.the -"rent"' generated by this productivity iMprovement is passed to 

the consumer in the form of a-  lower price. This implies that the 

wage bill in the,textile industry drops as wage rates:are unchanged, 

but employment is lower'. Within TIM, this occurs automatidally as 	II 

employment' declines, hOwever, the lower emPloyment and wage bill in . ' 

the textile and clothing indiistries, appear as part of  manufacturing, -  - 
II 

and this Change - at the aggregate level of manufacturing  must  be 	, . 	_ 

redirected  tp_the textile and . clOtning.industriesi.,throligh changes 	' II 

to'the - grobs doMestic product of the tWo industries (MA6.7YGGDP 	. , • 

knitting and..clothing; MAO5YG, GDP textiles).  "This adjUstment ensures" 

that the lower wage  bill: for  Manufacturing does not impact all 

manufacturing industries, but only those designated. This will in 

turn lead to lower domeStit prices and induce an increase in demand 

for domestically-poduced textiles and clothing with an offsetting 

drop in import  demand fdr- ,thoSe commodities .(TEULMK,textile imports 

from U.S.,' $1971; TER4MK, textile imports, ROW, $1971). 

The multiplier effects which result from the increased 

demand for domestically-produced goods and from the higher real 

incomes due to lower textile and clothing prices, will most likely 

lead to a net increase  in manufacturing employment once the induced 

impacts have occurred. .HoWever, the source of  this outcome,will. be  
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different than if a normal "historical" investment expenditure had 

been assumed. 

Office Automation  

Technological change in the office is a much broaaer concept 

to deal with than a similar change in-a particular industry. The 

nature of the office-related machinery and equipment .inve *stment by . 

all industries will change._ The trend will be towards a different 

mix of investment goods, with a relatively higher proportion of value-

added embodied in the gobds. These new investment goods will iMprove 

both capital and labour productivity in an industry, although the 

improvement will be concentrated in office functions. This particular 

scenario provides a useful example of the need to adjust the Input-Outpu 

table to accommodate the assumptions. - 

In this case a new Supplying industry would be added to:thè 

input-output table, to produce the new "office equipment". The input ' 

requirements  of  this industry could be such as to includè a high 

proportion of value-added,'assuming, for example, that the software 

component of this equipment becômeS an increasingly important share 

of the product. All industries would purchase from this industry  as  

part of their.requirements for investment . in machinery and equipMent. 

(The reader is referred to Appendix A for a technical  discussion of 

such changes). 

Since the price of the new office equipment is expected to 

rise less rapidly than other prices (at least in the near term), the 

real (1971$) investment by  industries  may be increased to reflect the 

the relative price change-. In order to capture the productivity 

impact, existing employment functions may be adjusted,,:or these 
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1 

functions could be reestimated, separating the different,types of 

investment - machinerY and equipment and structures. This approach  1  
would be similar,to the Concept of the infôrmation/non-information 

labour and information/non-information capital used in estimations 

- 	 , 
of prOduction functions. 1/  Thià approach would require a significant 11 

additional amOunt of information over,what currently exists: 

The Automation of Internal Fgnctions of Financial  Institutions. 

- 	Financial institutions would be,required to make 	eetS 

in machiner/ and equipment,and structures (FIINEK and FIICOK, investmer' 

11 by finance, , insurance,  réal  estate in machinerv - and equipment and 	,- 

-IIconstruction respectively, 1971$) to meet their requirements for . 

automation... In the case Of machinery and equipment investment, it , 

1/ May be desirable, to adjust the current .mix of - -goods in.thé Lnput-OUtpu 

table to take aOcount of the'new types of terminals- and other hardwares 

 purchase&by_the industry; If the financial institutions Provide 	II 

their own software, this will be evident in their emplovffient (skill/ I 

occupatiOn) requirements. If they "purchase" the software as part of 

IItheir investment, SiMilar adjustMents to the sUPPlying industrY of' 

these products will be required, as above ..for office automation. The 

industry must also pgrchase (as opPosed to "inVest in") communications 	! 

links. These Purchases would be from the telephone/telegraph companie 
II 

and would necessitate, a change in the Input/Out:Put configuration of 

purchases by the financial community. 

1/ - See Warskett, George, "The-Role of Information  Activities in Total 
Canadian Manufacturing: Separability.  and  Substitutability".. 
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Employment (FIET: total employment, man-years, finance) maY 

be lowered if labour productivity improves. In the TIM model this 

will lead to higher profits (FIRC: return to capital, finance, insurance' 

and_real estate), but a downward adjustment to profits can be made 

if it is assumed that consumers receive the "rent" in the form of 

1oWer prices. 

Introduction of New Consumer Products/Servides  

The first decision in this scenario is whether the new 

products or services are  imported or produced doméSticallY.  If  they 

are produced in Canada, are they sufficiently similar to electronic 

products to be included in that industry, or is it necessary to create 

a. new domestic supply industry in the Input-Output table? Consumer 

expenditure must be redistributed to these neW prodUctS or- services 

and away from others. AS with thé supply - industry, this new consumer 

expenditure could be considered an increase in the existing "household 

, ppliances" category, or a new type of consumer expenditure could be . 

established. 

To the extent that significant changes occur-in thé mix of 

consumer expenditure, towards the new items and away from existing 	- 

consumer expenditure categories, the appropriate industry emplOyment 

and output adjustments will'Occur automaticallY, in response to the . 

shifting demand patterns.'- 
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.CHAPTER 5 

A Preliminary Simulation: 
Increased  Automation in the Textile Industry  

This chapter, and the two simulations described 

here, serve three-purposes: (1) they demonstrate the use 

of a macroeconomic model Such as TIM, for impact analysis; 

(2) they illustrate  the. impact of"high productivity", "new 

technology" investment; and (3) they show the difference between 

this new type of investment, and what has elsewhere .been termed 

"normal" investment. It is important to recognize that any "basé" 

forecast of economic performance already incorporates productivity 

improvements to both labour and capital.  Secondly, the impact - 

. of an increase in"normal"  investment will furthér ameliorate ›: _ 

productivitY, although perhaps not to the same extent as_the 

,introduction of a new technology. These two.points raise an 

important question, which remains unresolved, at this Stage. 

That is: how much of the new  technologies,.. and their implicit 

productivity gains are already included in the base  forecast? 

The impact of increased investment by a particular 

industry, can be traded through the economy in a manner analogous 

to the two-phase diagram which appeared in the. Introduction. 

The direct impact of invéStment by the textile' induStry is increased 

demand to suppliers of the investment goods and . bervices and 

increased productive capacity, or a direct improvement in produc-

tivity in the textile industry. The suppliers of the investment 

goods are now in a position 'to increase their output and demand 

for inputs-, .and similarlythe textile_industry is in a position 
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to increase its output and hire more (or less) people,. (depending 

on the labour reauirements to operate the new machinery and equipment)" 

or sell its product at a more competitive price. These may be 

considered indirect  effects and are replicated in a model through 
II 

input-output relationships. Thé final impact Which - closes the 

chain of events as a simultaneous system, is the induced . impact, 	11 

which results as employees or consumers spend their increased  

11 incomes, or corporations invest more, from their increased returns. 

This final set of  réactions  results in the multiplier effects 
- 	 II 

. commonly analysed in a_macroeconomic impact. That ie, the change : 

in the economy's real cmtput (or Gross National Expenditure) . is _,_... 	 II 

greater  than the real investment which initiated the change. 

. 	. 	For this demonstration of the use Of- TIM, two simulations 	II . ' 	. 

were run to.illustrate (a) the impact of a "normal" investment 	' 
_ 

expenditure by the textile, knitting and clOthing industries,:  and  

(b) the impact of the same magnitude of investment direCted towards 
II 

"ne  w technology", high productivity - machinery and equipment. . 

In both cases, the textile industry and the knitting and clothing 	II 

industry were assumed to each increase real investment in machinery 

and equipment by. 10% per annum (over base case levels) for five 

years, 1980-1984. In the first instance, the investment feeds 
. 	II 

through the model in its "normal" fashion, while in the second-  

instance a. - -subStantial productivity gain was assuMed, and the 	II 

additional workers.in the textile and knitting and clothing industries ,. 

as a result of the investment, were cut by about 50%. Furthermore,. 	le 
the benefitS from this productivity improvement in the second 	

II 
case were assumed to-accrue to consumers through lower'prices% 

. 	, 	. 	. 	 II 
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Each simulation is discussed separately below, and is 

compared to the base case (The National Forecast Service, Post-

Workshop - II December 1979). (A set of detailed comparative 

results has been provided to the Department of Communications 

under separate coYer.) Summary tables for each case appear at 

the end of this Chapter. 

"Normal" Increased Inveàtment by the Textile Industry  

Investment in machinery and equipment by the textile, 

and khitting and clothing industries is increased by a total of 

$13 million (1971$) each year from 1980 to 1984. This re -presents 

an additional 10% investment annually in maChinery and eqUipment 

for each industry. The resultant impact is discùssed in general 

terms, with specific industry-reIated detail where_appropriate. 

By 1984,  'thé cumulative  increase to investment is, $65 

million (1971$) . . Focussing on the impact in 1980 and 1984, GNE 

(real Gross National Expenditure) is -  $20.8 million (1971$) above 

the base case in the first year of the impact, and $10.4.6 million 

higher in 1984, the peak impact year. This difference is the 

result, in 19.80,-of the following increases: .  $2.4 million in 

consumption; investment, $14.1 million .; $0.3 million:in government 

expenditure; $0.2 million in expbrts and -$1..7 million in imports 

By 1984 consumption is $19.4 million higher than the base case; 

investment, $34.3 million; government expenditure -, $5.1 million; 

exports, $6.1 Million; and imports, -$29.1 million. 

On the consumption side, the response is attributed: 

to increased real incomes as opposed to .particular relative brice 

declines. For this reason, the change is centred on highly income 
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elastic expenditure items, such as recreational equipment, new 

cars, hotels and restaurants and other purchases•of durables 

and services. :Since there is no specific consumer price.response 

in textiles or clothing to the incremental investment in those 

industries, consumer expenditure on these items is not greatly 

altered from the base case.  
1 ,  

Of the change in total inveStment, the bulk of'tit is 

in machinery and equipment., or $13.4 million in 1980 and $25.8. 

million in 1984.. The change in government expenditure (on goods 

and services.) is fairly evenly distributed across the various 

categories, in response to increased demand  for  services by consumers." 

The minor change in exports results from increased capacity of 

certain industries, and a slight.advance due to the "normal" 	. 

productivity implicit inany investment. The major change in . 

imports is a drop in clothing imports, due to increased domestic 

capacity in both knitting and clothing and' the textiles industries. 

Part ,of this drop is offset by small increases in other imports, 

IIsuch as industrial machinery, to meet the demands of the incremental 

investment. 

. Real domestic product for the total economy is up.$19.6 

million in, 1980 relative to the base case and $103.6 million in 

1984. Slightly more than half of this change is in the  manufacturing 

sector: $11.3 million in 1980 and $56.8 million, in 1984. The 

two industries in:which investment was increased MAOSY (RDP, textile 

industry) and MA67Y (RDP, knitting and clothing industry) show 

output increments of $2.5 million and $0.8 million respectively, 

in 1980, and $14.2 million and $6.6 million in 1984. While Consumer. 

eXpenditure on clothing has not changed.much in this particular 

-45- 

million in 
111 

. 

1 
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simulation, clothing imports are lower, with the.result that the 

domestic industry supplies a greater share of the market. As 

well there is an increased indirect demand.for textile and other 

-knitting and clothing products due to the higher'level of economic 

activity more generally. Industries which supply inputs to the 

textile and clothing industries also show a significant rise 

in output - in  this case the chemicals:. industries (for man-made 

fibres). 

Oh the employment side an additional 1,000 man-years 

of employment result from the incremental investment in 1980:, 

and by 1984 the increase over the base case has risen to 5,156 

man-years. Although - there is no further .exogenous addition to 

textile or clothing investMent.after 1984, the economy continues 

to perfoLm at higher activity levels,. as productive capacity.has. • 

increased and additional demands are 'placed on the economy by 

higher consumer and industry expenditures. -  Most of the employment 

creation is in manufadturing. For the.  remaining six years of 

thé simulation 1985-1990, after the investment phase., another 

4,500 man-years of employment are created annUally compared to 

the base case. Overall labour productivity is improved, relative 

to the base case, in a.11 years, although no speciffc asSumPtions 

were made concerning the implicit labour productivity of the . 

'additional investment. 

With increased employment, the wage bills in most indus- . 

tries rise Compared to the base case. As taell, the wage bill 

per man-year employed is higher in this simulation, resulting 

in increased personal income. In current dollars, disposable 

income is $6.1 million above the be:Se case in 1980, $41.2 million 
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higher in 1984, and $84.8 million greater in 1990. In constant, . 

1971$ terms, however, this translates to $4.0 million in 1980, 

and $28.2 million in 1984,'but there 'is'no .  difference compared 

to the base case in 1990, by which time slightly higher prices 

have offset the nominal increment to incomes. Industry profits . 

(or return to capital) are higher, particularly in manufacturing, 

during'the entire periOd 1980-1990. Government revenues are up, , 

due to inbreased  taxes  from a . stronger economy'. 

On the prices side, the productivity improvement which 

was initially the result of investment in the textile and clothing 

industries, but which became more widespread through:the multiplier 

effects, caused slower growth in prices in most industries relative 

to the base case. The total impact on prices is fairly small, 

- but reverses itself by the late 1990 1 s when Prices (both at the 

industry and>aggregate"level) begin to creep slightly above base 

levels, due to increased demand and higher utilization of the, 

increased productive capacity of the economy. As a direct result 

of increased investment' in most  industries,' unit labour costs 

are slightly below base case levels, although in manufacturing, 

wholesale and retail trade, and services, these differences become 

positive later in the forecast period, as , the relatively higher 

implicit wage rates offset the impact of productivity gains on 

unit labour costs. 

Finally the net impact on the government and merchandise 

trade balances (in nominal current dollars) are considered. AlthoughII  

government expenditures on goods and services have increased to 

meet the needs of the larger economy, governMent transfer payments 

have dropped by a greater amount, as the unemployMent rate has 
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decreased. The net impact is a dedline in total govertment expeh-

ditures relative to the-base case,,which i  coupled with improved 

revenues, lowers the overall gdvernment deficit which persists 

-through most of the period. In durrérit  dollar terms, .the overall• 

government balance is improVed by $19.1 milliot in 1980, $112',.9 

million in 1984 and $189,4  million' in 2000. On the merchandise 

trade balance, 1oWer imports and higher exports càntribute 

a $1.7 million improvement in 1980, $77.2 million in 1984 and 

- $148.6 by.  1990. Approximately the same magtitude of improvement' 

is seen in the current accoUnt balance; although over the longer 

run, service mayments:deCrea -se - and further . contribute to  the  

balance, which is $2.7 million higher in 1980; $87.6 millioh in 

1984, and $168.0 million by 199. 0 

Ihcreased Investment by the Textile Industry 
in High  Productivity, New-Technology 

This simulation assumes an identical increment to 

investment as in the above - "normal" investment case: that is, 

an annual addition of $13 million (1971$) from 1980 to 1984 

inclusive, in the textile, knitting and clothing industries. 

Unlike the previous simulation, the further assumption is made 

that this investment is in a partiCularly ftew technology, and 

the "rents" generated.by this investment are directed to the consumer 

. 	through lower prices for  textiles and Clothing. 

In order to effect a "super normal" productivity 

improvemént, the impact on.manufacturing employment.(both man-years 

and hours) was adjusted downward. Since employment is not available .  

for detailed manufacturing industries; it was assumed that the 

textile and knitting and clothing industries accounted for the 
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same proportion of total manufacturing employment as . represented 

by those industries' share of manufacturing RDP. This employment 

impact - attributed to those .two industries - was.reduced by 

- approximately fifty percent in this Productivity simulation. 

It is criacial to note that this productivity gain is an assumPtion  

-only, and that it is not based on any specific analysis. .It ié  

an.assumpt-ion 	which also critically  affects the  impact.  The 

•  "second half" of this productivity simulation is the "distribution II 

of rents". This Was achieved by insuring that the lower wage 

bill in manufacturing, which resulted when the employffient impact 

was dampeued (relative to the "normal" investment impact) was 

directed to the textile and knitting, and clothing- industries: 

The Grosé DOmestic Product of each industry was reduced by a share II 

of the total decrease in the wage bill, as reflected by the employ-

ment of each industry. (The knitting and clothing industry employs 

roughly twice as many people as the textile industry.) This, 

in effect, lowers the output price Of those two industries and 

is reflected directly in thé consumer price of.clothing. 

An addition'  implicit assumption in this simulation, 

as no change has been made to the import Price for clothing. 

It, would be expected that adoption of this technology by exporting 

cOuntries would lower the import price to Canada and reduce  the 

net impact on the economy. 

The Major difference between this and the "normal" 

investment simulation is that much higher real growth,and lower 

prices result when the (larger) produdtivity improvements are 

included. The results of this simulation are'also compared to 
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the reference Post-Workshop 	II December  1979 forecast. 

In 1980 real GNE is $21.6 million above the base case, 

and $116.5 million higher by 1984. This increase is broken down 

largely between consumption: $2.6 milliOn in 1980, $23.1 million 

in 1984;. 	inveàtmènt: $14.2 million in 1980 and $36.5 million . 

in 1984; government expenditure (on goods and services) $0.3 million 

in 1980 and $6.7 million in 1984; exports $ 0.3 million and $7.5 

million respectively and imports, down $1.9 million (1980) and 

$30.7 million (1984). 

Real consumer expenditures increase in response to higher 

income, with notable changes in incomeelastic categories, but 

a much stronger gain in clothing expenditure is apparent in this 

simulation than in the "normal" investment case. Womeh's and 

children's.clothing expenditures (1971$) are 5. 1.65 .million above 

the base case in 1984, ,and $2.8 million higher in 1990. This 

compares to increasés of $0.6 million and $0.16 million in the 

same years  for the "normal" investment case.  The  deflator CHC2OP 

(women's and children's clothing) (1971=1.0) is down by 0.002 

in 1984 and 0.0036 by 1990, relative to  the base case. In the 

"normal" investment simulation where no particular adjustment . 

 was made to price, this deflator was down 0.0004 In 1984, from 

the base case, but 0.00035 higher by 1990. These changes are 

admittedly sMall, but the impact in terms of investment is also 

not great. However, the direct impacts in these two simulations 

do have the anticipated multiplier effectà, and differences between 

the twO sets of simulation results are evident'. 
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Again investment in machihery and equipment accounts 

for most of the change in total investment: $13.4 million in 

1980; $26.7 million in 1984. While the indremental investment 

ceases after 1984,  there is still a considerable continuing impact 

on the economy, although the investment impact does  taper  off.. 

By 1990, total investment is $12.3 -  million above the basé case, 

of which $5.6 is in machinery and equipment. 

-A similar .  response on-the export side, as , in thé "normal" 

investment is -eVidenced in this simulation, with real. exports 

up $0.2 million in 1980, and $7.5 million by 1984. The import 

respOnse is somewhat stronger in the "productivity" impact, as 

clothing imports drop' more sharply. This is the result of both 

increased domestic productive capacity and a lower domestic price. 

Real domestic product (total economy)  • s $20.7 million 

above base case levels in 1980, $115.2 million in 1984 and $95.2 

in 1990. Approximately fifty percent of this gain is Again in 

the manufacturing induStry: $12.0 million in 1980; $61.8 million 

in 1984; and $54.6 million in 1990. The two industries of interest II 

in this simulation, MAO5Y (textiles) and MA67Y (knitting and 

clothing) rose $2.6 million and $0.8 million respectively in 1980; 	11 

$14.3 and $7.2 million in 1984; and -$15.0 and $1-0.6 million in 

1990. 

Because the real economy is relatively larger in this 
11 

productivity impact than in the "normal" investment impact, a 	. 

11 stronger impabt on employment results despite the higher labour . 

productivity assumed for the incremental invêstment. An additional 

11 

 

918 man-years employment are generated in 1980 (relative to  the  -- 

base case), rising to 5203 in 1984 and remaining at close to 4,800 ' 
II 
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to 5,000 man-years each year through 1990. This is marginally 

higher than in the "normal" investment case and oçcure deSpite 

the assumption - that about 500 jobs are directly lost eaCh year . 

in the  textile industry. The total hours worked per : Man-year in 

the "productivity" simulation are slightly higher than in the ' 

"normal" investment case. To the extent that employersincrease 

hours worked in the short-run, rather than the - number employed,. 

this is not an unreasonable result. -  However, fewer total hours 	.- 

per man-year Would further increase the number employed'. It is 

significant to note that the assumed "super" productivity gain 	. 

did not result in lower employment relative to the "normal" 

investment case, but in fact provided significant real benefits 

to the economy, which more than compensated for the man-years 

"lost". through implementatioh  of the new techndlogy. The gains. 	. • . 	. 

_in employment in Manufacturing are less in the "ProduCtivity"

•case than in the "nbrmal". investment simulation, but are offset 

. 1) .  larger improvements in employment in other sectors.' 	. 

' Before considering the impadt on wages and incomes, 

the price side of the simulation  is examined. A critical assumption 

in this Productivity simulation is that along with:the productivity 

gain, prices (to the consumer) for textiles and clothing are'lowered - 

(relative to the"normal" investment case.).  The  resulting impact 

on consumer prices and consumer expenditure was noted above. However, 

with the general increase in productivity, there are no upward 

pressures oh price in the economy, and in fact changes in most 	- 

nominal measures of economic activity are not significant as comPared • 

to the base case.. Most of the industry value-added deflators 

show marginal negative changes relative to'the base casé, and . 
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Unit 'labour costs are slightly lower than  base case.levels. Since 

the CPI does not change significantly, there is little pressure 

for .in.creased nominal wages'. Despite this, it must be reCognized 

that real wages per man-year do rise in this "prOductivity" simu-

latiOn, even.though there is no change in nominal  wages. 

On the income side, the stability of nominal wages, 

relative to.the base case, results in no significant shift in 

nominal personal income, although real personal disposable income _— 

is higher than it would be in the "normal" investment case. In 

1980 real disposable income is $4.4 million above the base case, 

in 1984, $31.-7 million higher, and in 1990, $12.6 million. The 

wage bills of individual industries are  increased relative to 

the base case only to the extent that employment has increased, 

and there is no change in thé average implicit wage rate  per  

employee. . Some of the secondary benefits from' general productivity 

iffiprovement in manufacturing are captured by firMS in ',increased . 

profits. For most industries the Change in profits in the "produd-

tivity" impact is comparable to the, "normal" investment case. 

* Of course, an alternative to our assumption of lower consumer 

prices would be higher corporate profits from the rents.due to 

productivity gains. 

Government revenues increase in this impact, as corporate 

tax revenues are slightly higher. .However, since the impact on 

prices has been relatively small, the only'major Change in the 

government side is again in transfer payments. This is discussed - 

immediately below. 
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With the increase in exports and net drop in imports, 

the merchandise trade balance is improved (in nominal  terms) by 

$2.3 million in 1980; $ .83.4 million in 1984; and $171 million 

in .1999 	The implications for the current account balance are:, 

a drop in the deficit of $3.2 million-in - 1980; $96.5 million in 

1984 and $198 million by 1990. On the governMent side, the slight 

change in the government balance is the result of lower transfer 

payments. . As the : unemployment rate is somewhat lower in the 

"productivity" case.than in the . "normal" investment run, transfer.. 

payments drop by more, and the improvement on the government balance 

is higher in this "productivity" run. • In 1980, the government 

balance is $19.2 million above base case levels; in 1984, $120.9 

million higher, and UD $204:4 million in 1950. 

. 	:Perhaps the most important conclusions to draw from 

the. resultS of these two "demonstration 7 . simulations are that': 

super-normal productivity gains need, not lower employment, as 

they result in much-fstronger real growth; and less priàe pressure 

on the economy. , Of course the  assumptions are crucial to the 

• impact results and the benefits would be dampened if it were assumed 

that all countries adopted the same technology. It is  also  possible 

to handle many.Other combinations or alternative  distribution 

patterns for the "rent" which accrues from the new technology.. 

The magnitude of the impact is a function of the assumptions and 

as a final note, the reader is cautioned that these are demonstra- 

tion  simulations only and are not meant to reflect actùal  -techno- - 

logical  change in either the textile or knitting and clothing 

industries. 
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TABLE 1  Summary Table of the Impact of the "Normal" Investment Simulation 
(Impact Minus Base Case) 

(millions of 1971$ unless otherwise indicated) 

Increment to 
Inyestment 

Gross National - 	Consumer 	Total 
Expendittire 	Expenditure 	Investment 
(GNEXPK) 	(CZK) 	(TOTINV) 

1980 	13 	20.7 	2.4 	14.1 
1981 	13 	44.6 	8.1 	20.6 
1982 	13 	65.9 	12.5 	24.9 
1983 	13 	87.5 	15.9 	30.0 
1984 	13 	104.6 	19.4 	34.3 

, 1985 	0 	85.1 	16.9 	21.7 
1986 	0 	79.2 	13.2 	17.9 
1987 	0 	69.4 	9.4 	14.1 
1988 	0 	62.4 	5.9 	10.0 
1989 	0 	58.9 	3.6 	7.8 
1990 	0 	61.9 	2.8 	7.6 

Government 	Personal 
Exports 	Imports 	Current Expend. Disposable Income 
(XPTTXK) 	(IMPTMK) 	(GCURRK) 	(YD)  

(..11 

1980 
1981 
1982 
1983' 
1984 
-1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 

	

0.2 	-1.7 	0.3 	4.0 

	

1.0 	-7.2 	2.5 	13.3 

	

2.4 	-15.3 	
, 	

3.5 	19.6 

	

4.2 	-23.7 	4.0 	24.2 

	

6.1 	-29.1 	5.1 	28.2 

	

7.6 	-36.1 	5.3 	21.7 

	

8.4 	-39.3 	4.9 	13.9 

	

8.4 	-38.7 4.9 	8.5 , . 	. 

	

8.3 	-39.7 	4.1 	. 3.2 

	

8.1 	-39.2 	3.5 	0.4 

	

8.1 	-39.9 	3.0 	0.0 
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0.8 
2.1 
3.7 
5,6 
6.6 
6.7 
7.4 
6.8 
7.1 
7.4 
9.0 

11.4 
22.9 
34.9 
47.6 
56.8 
47.5 
46.6 
42.2 
41.1 
40.6 
43.8 

1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 

2.6 
5.6 
8.7 

11.5 
14.2 
14.3 
14.1 
14.5 
14.7 
15.0 
15.0 

19.6 
42.3 
64.1 
86.3 

103.6 
87.2 
82.4 
73.2 
68.3 
65.0 
68.8 

1.0 
2.1 
3.2 
4.3 
5.1 
4.6 
4.7 
4.5 
4.5 
4.6 
4.8 

0.7 
1.3 
1.8 
2.4 
2.9 
2.4 
2.5 
2.5 
2.6 
2.7 
2.9 
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TABLE 1 - ContinUed 

Total Economy 	Manufacturing . 	Textile 	Knitting and Clothing 
RDP (TEY) 	RDP (MAY) 	RDP (MAO5Y) 	RDP (MA67Y)  

. 	Employment: 
Total Employment 	Manufaptilring • • . Unemployment .  Rate 	 • 
('000 man-years) 	'('000 Man7years). 	(percent) 	. 
(TEET) . 	(MAET) 	(URATE) 

1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
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-0.008 
-0.017 
-0.025 
-0.032 
-0.038 
-0.034 
-0.035 
-0.033 
-0.033 
-0.032 
-0.033 



TABLE 1 - Continued 

Gross National 
Product 
(million $) 
(GNPC) 	 

Government 
Balance 
(million $) 
(GOVBAL) 

Current Account 
Balance 
(million $) 
(CURBAL) 

1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 

19.2 
35.7 
59.8 
91.4 

118.9 
104.8 
122.4 
127.4 
141.7 
159.6 
189.4 

40;8 
87.6 

135.6 
190.8 
242.7 
192.6 
206.9 
212.4 
233.8 
271.6 
339.2 

2.7 
15.8 
38.2 
66.2 
87.6 

118.2 
136.2 
141.7 
152.4 
157.4 
168.0 
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Table  2 	Summary Table of the Impact of the'Productivity" Investment Simulation 
(Impact Minus B.p.se  Case)  

(Millions of 1971$ - Unless. Otherwise Indicated) 

Increment to 
Investment 

Gross National 	Consumer 	Total 

Expenditure 	, 	Expenditure 	Investment 
(GNEXPK) 	(CM) 	(TOTINV) 

, 1980 	13 	21.6 	2.6 	14.2 
1981 	13 	47.3 	8.9 	21.0 
1982 	13 	71.2 	14.0 	25.8 
1983 	13 	95.8 	18.5 	31.1 
1984 	13 	116.5 	23.0 	36.5 
1985 	0 	99.9 	21.5 	24.6 
1986 	0 	96.0 	18.4 	21.2 

1987 	0 	88.3 	15.7 	17.7 
1988 	0 	82.8 	12.7 	13.8 
1989 	0 	82.8 	11.8 	12.1 

1990 	0 	89.0 	12.0 	12.3 

. 	Government 	Personal 
Exports 	Imports 	Current Expend. Disposable Income 
(XPTTXK) 	(IMPTMK) (GCURRK) 	(YD) -  

1980 	0.3 	-1.9 	0.3 	4.4 
1981 	1.4 	-7.6 	3.0 	14.6 
1982 	3.0 	-16.0 	7.1 	22.0 
1983 	5.2 	-24.9 	12.2 	28.2 
1984 	7.5 	-30.7 	18.9 	0 	33.7 
1985 	9.4 	-38.2 	0 	26.3 	28.6 
1986 	10.7 	-41.9 	33.8 	21.6 
1987 	11.0 	-41.3 	41.7 	17.4 
1988 	11.4 	-42.8 	49.1 	- 12.7 
1989 	11.6 	-42.2 	56.3 	11.7 
1990_ 	12.2 	-43.7 	63.4 	12.6 
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0.8 
2.2 
3.9 
6.0 
7.1 
7.3 
8.2 
7.7 
8.2 
8.8 

10.6 

2.6 
5.6 
8.7 

11.5 
14.3 
14.3 
14.1 
14.5 
14.6 
15.0 
15.0 

12.0 
24.2 
37.2 
51.2 
61.8 
53.6 
53.6 
49.6 
49.3 
50.6 
54.6 

20.7 
44.9 
69.1 
94.4 

115.2 
101.6 
99.1 
91.3 
88.5 
89.2 
95.2 

1980 
1981 
1982. 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 

0.6 
1.1 
1.6 
2.2 
2.6 
2.1 
2.2 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
9 .5 

0.9 
2.1 
3.1 
4.2 
5.2 
4.8 
4.9 
4.8 
4.9 
5.0 
5.4 

-0.009 
-0.025 
-0.049 
-0.080 
-0.118 
-0.151 
-0.186 
-0.219 
-0.252 
-0.286 
-0.320 

1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 

Table 2  - Continued 

• 	 Knitting 
Manufacturing 	Textile 	and Clothing 
RDP (MAY) 	• 	, 	RDP (MAO5Y) 	RDP (MA67Y)  

Total Economy 
RDP (TEY) 

Employment: 
Total Employment 	Manufacturing 	Unemployment Rate 
('000 man-years) 	('000 man-years) 	(percent) 
(TEET) 	(MAET) 	(URATE) 
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Table 2 - Continued 

Gross National 
Product 
(million $) 
(GNPC) 

Government 
Balance: 
(million $) 
(GOVBAL) 

Current Account 
Balance 
(million $) 
(CURBAL) 

•01 

19.2 
35.0 
59.5 
91.9 

120.9 
108.4 
127.4 
134.4 
149.7 
171.3 
204.4 

41.7 
88.2 

134.7 
187.4 
235.4 
180.0 
189.7 
193.5 
211.0 
249.9 
318.9 

1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 

3.2 
17.5 
41.8 
71.9 
96.5 

129.9 
151.0 
159.1 
173.6 
181.7 
198.4 
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CHAPTER 6 

The Feasibility of a Macroeconomic Analysis .  of the Impact of 
New Technologies and the Role of Alternative Goyernment Policies.* 

The purpose of the report is to assess the feasibility 

of carrying out - à- MacroecondMid analysis of the impact- of new 

technologies. The previous chapters have dealt with the . findings 

of à literature review and of interviews with experts; a demon.- 

stration of the way in which alternative "technology" scenarios 

could be implemented in a "macro' framewOrk, and finally a 

demonstration of the type of . impact simulation which might be 

run. The basic' inforbation requirements for a macroeconomic 

impact were established,  and it was recognized, in Chapter 2 

that this information is not readily available for any of ths -  - 

technologies under consideration. The technicalities of  impie-

menting such impacts using TIM are described . in detail  in 

Chapter 3 and in Appendix A. While, no particular difficulties 

are anticipated, the "programs" necessary to set up a new-

industry in the Input/Output Tables, or to adjust coefficients. 

in the table do not currently 'exist. - This chapter details the 

several stages of a full assessment of the macroeconomic impact 

of - new technologies, that is, an analysis . which is based on 

factual information and which can make use of new industries or 

changing  coefficients 'in the Input/Output Table. However, 

part of the "impact" deals witli.the role of alternative govern-

ment policies in influencing the rate of implementation of the 

new technologies. The ability of TIM td include such .policies is 

the first topic discussed here. 
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Alternative Government Policies  

Government policies can affect the adoption or raté 

of. implémentation of new technologies either from the demand 

or the suppkr side. Several Mechanisms are available to 

government  on both sides, and it is possible to introdude most 

of these policy changes in TIM,. 

Onithe.demand side the major influencing'factor is 

the price  of the new investment (i.e. .technology). Government 

can intervene to affect the price through:. (1) changing (lowering) 	II 

tariff and non-tariff barriers on imports of  investment goods; 

or (2 . ) reducing or removing manfuacturer's sales tax. Either 

measure may be .introduced "across- theL.board"..or selectively to 
• 

achieve specific relative impacts: -  Other measures which.will 

influence investment might be export incentives to induStrieS 

most likely to purchase the "new technology", thereby increasing 

their potential market, or better - information of available new 

technologies. This latter "policy" represents a qualitative 

•rather than a.quantitative factor, and could not be readily . 

introduced in the - ,TIM framework. While it is possible to - 

• introduCe theSe kinds of policies in an impact more spécific 

industry informatiOn would be required so that the policy could 

be directed to the appropriate ,industry. In addition an indepen-

dent assessment of the magnitude of the incentive - required by 

industry to invest more rapidly would be useful. 

Turning to  the supply side - , the major concern would 

be incentives to investment to establish a supply industry. 
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-Such incentives:typicallyinclude increased capital consumption 

allowance; greater investment in research:and development; 

.particular tax  concessions tà the ,supplying industry ànce 

prodUction .  beginS: In the realm of new technologies, a further' ,  

and perhaps More important'incentive to investment in a 

domestic  industry to supply new.technoIcigies.would be protection 

. from foreign competition  through tariff or-non-tariff barriers. 

However, suchProtection would raise  the price of the teChnology 

to domestic userSand offsets other'stimilus tà  encourage 

imPlementation of the tèdhnology. While one of trie  objectives 

.of establishing a domestic supply industry might be eventual 

production for export markets, some of the incentives for invest-

ment might•not be'compatible withfilture.export Of the product, 

in the cUrrent.global,tra.de climate. . 

It is  possible  to include . such policy measures in TIM, 

but currently not enough specific information is 'available on 

thé technologies themselves to proVide meaningful*results in 

any  impact  study. 

Tasks Required, for the Analysis of a - 
. 'macrOeconomio Impact of New Technologies  

It is,clear from previous chapters that a madroecOnomic 

impact of new tédhnologies is not feasible today, due to the 

large gaps in information which exist. This sectiàn proposes 

. three "tasks" or'projectS which wbuld be prerequisite to the 

macro impact analysis. New technologies hay be "categorized" 

by  user, whether industry or consumer. This is a convenient 
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distinction, since it permits a separate analysis on the demand 

side which may include specific constraints facing the ,consumer 

(income/leisure time) which may not be relevant to industry . 

From:tlie  interviews and literature review, it appears.that the 

greatest information gap and most uncertainty exists for consumer- II 

oriented new technologies: The first two of the three tasks 

set out below woUld be one-time projects which'would provide the 

necessary analytical and modelling devices to fully implement 

the assumptions of a new technology impact. The size of the 

thirof,task, or set of tasks, would:be a function of the amount 

of detail desired and the number of demand (or supply?)'induàtries 11 

to be included in the impact. The estimates of man-days and  

costs are i'ough estimates only and should be viewed solely as  

. an initial  •sizing of the project. 	: 

Task One 

Develop the analytical tools or modifications to TIM 

which would permit the introduction of a new (phantom) induStry 

in the Input/Output Table, and which would permit changes,to 

the coefficients 	the table. This Would allow implementation  

of the changes discussed in AppendiX A. The introduction of a 

new industry provides significant benefits to the precision of 

the analysis, and the adjustment of I/O  Coefficients may be 

crucial  for certain new technologies . , The cost (in 1980 dollars) 

is estimated as-: $21,000 
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Task Two  

If  consumer use or purchase of new technologies . ,is 

a major concern, it will be important to model the consumer  

choice question to include the leisure time constraint as 

appropriate, in addition . to the ever-present budget constraint.-  

This would likely result in a more accurate  estimation' of the 

micro level of consumer expenditure and thereby provide more 

precise information for the macro imPact, and particularly for ' 

the secondary  impacts due to relative shiftà in consumer expen-

diture (e.g. away from movies.towards video-discs). With the 

expected increase in consumers' leisure time, "recreational" or 

.leisure expenditures will become a larger or more important 

share of the individual'budget, and with a greater selection- 

- of goods  and' services,  his choice will likely bedOme more compli-

cated rather than less 	Re-estimation of the consumer expenditure 

'sector" of TIM to include.leisuré constraints is'estimated to 

cost: $25,000. 

Task Three 

The prime requirement for an analysis of the impact of 

new technologies is information on the technologies themselves.. 

In most  instances  it is probably more frilitful to fact's on a 

particular industry and the technologies it will adopt, rather 

than on a technology  and  its many users. 

Analysing the impact of new technologies by consumers  

requires a micro  analysis of the new technology in terms of: 
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1 

1 
1 

1 

1 

1 
where it substitutes for other goods or activities in the 

consumer's budget; does it require.complementary goods or 

services; what aré the incentives for the consumer to make this 

particular purchase or investment? The micro  analysis would 

then Yield the assumptions for the macroeconomic impact. The 

manner.in  • hich these assumptions would be implemented in the 

macro framework were set out in Chapter 4, however, the micro 

• .base for the information must first be established. 

On the indiastry side, the focus is initially on user  . 

industries. A case study approach .is suggested here, to identify 

a particular industry and determine  the specific technologies 

which it has, and is most likely to adopt, and the impact of 

these technologies:  In  other words, use an in-depth daSe study 

.to acquire answers to the questions set out on page 11. Again 

1 
this would provide the micro analysis and information for the 	11 

 1 

- assumptions of a macro impact. The micro. analysis would identify 
II 

the nature of the  technology, the amount and timing of required 

investment, the impact of the technology on the industry'e labour 

requirements, on'its materials input mix, and would assist in 

identifying the distribution of "rent" from the adoption of the 

technology. This information would provide the basis for the 

macro .impact of the technology . on the user and other industries' 

. RDP, on inter-industry demands, on,wages, incomes, employment, 	1 

etc. Given the minimal technology/industry-specific information e 

11. currently available to 'meet the . input requirements of a macro- 

economic impact analysis, each  industry study would be a Sizable 
1 

project on its own if the results are to be useful. 
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:, These.two areas Cover the demand Side of the analysis 

only, and the third section of this task iS a similar study of 

supply industries of new technologies. This part of the task 

would'determine whether or not supply industries would bé located 

in Canada; and. under what conditions. The location of speçific 

industries in . Canada might • well be contingent on a specified 

level of demand', however, "Sensitivity analysis" to determine 

the differential macro impact of domestic or foreign sourcing 

of supply would be an integral part of this section. 

: Other .studies currently , underway, such as that of the 

Technological Change Group at the Ecônomic Council:of'Canada 

might provide inputs . to particular. industry case étudies, or 

detèrmine the  relative importance of specific industries in 

- .adoption of new technologies, if the'industry studies are 

selective in coverage. 

Each study . ,in  Task Three., that is, of the ,consumer 

demand,.of individual industry demand and of industry Supply 

is estimated to require-approximately-six man-months plus computer 

resourcesfor the macroedonomic impact, or a cost of abou-t,$50,000. 

Each study would include (1) a micro:analysis,-which would provide 

the basis for (2)- a macroeconomic impact of the adoption of new 

technologies by. that sector(consumers) or specific industry'. 

The analysis  of  supplying industries- would . follow the .same format. 

If several dndustries'were studied it wouid, of course, 

be Possible to consider the impact of the implementation of 

• several technologies by several industries. 
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CHAPTER 7 

'ConCisusiOns 	• 

_ 	In the previous chapters it was concluded that it 	• 

would.be difficult, but feasible with some resources, ..to.under . 
 _ 

take a macroeconomic impact of new technOlogies right away. The 

tasks which must be completed before a tenable  impact stUdy is 

possible; were detailed in Chapter These tasks Would serve 

to bridge the ga.ps in exieting information and.to,prOvide the 

 neceesary  inputs and assUmptions-for. - a macroeconoltic impact._ 

• . 	HoweVer,; during the preparation of this repbrt, through 

. .the-literatùre teview and during interviews with experts, it 

became_obvious.that current thinking on the impact of new 

technologies • and previous atterripts to,quantify, these impacts,: 

were plagijed by incénsistencies in .the ,assuMptions,and in the 

results, The analysis was, for the. most part partial and,the' 

issue of nrente was  typically ignored, In many waye, the lack 

of an integrating analytical framework is itself the cause for 

the lack of information'for a macro impact. A macroeconomic model 

provides such an integrating fraMework as it forces.  -consistency 

: both at the Micrà  level in the assumptions,of they'parameters": - 

of:the-new :technologies, and in the impadt of the- - technologies, 

as derived .±-rdm the model impact. 

In . this respect, the continued use of macroeconomic 

analysis in this area'iS encouraged, even with minimal informa-

tion inputs, as it forces the analysis into a consistent framework, 

and should go a 'long way towards removing or disproving many-of 

the contradictory and speculative assertions on the detrietental 
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impacts which "will" occur. Static or partial equilibrium 

analysis only gives part of the impact, and to date the focus . 	I 

of the discussion has centred on .such .impacts. Extrapolation of 
111 

these results clearly leads to contradictory conclusions, and 

unacceptable impacts and policy dilemmas. Thé use of macro-

economic analysis forces consistency and allowS simultaneous 

consideration of alternative policy measures to  influence, the  

adoption or impact of new technologies. 

The costs of not adopting a macroeconomic framework 

for analysis would appear to be considerable, in terms of the 	I 

undertainty, the inconsistencies and the speCulative.nature 

of other assessments. For that reasôn, - éven an imperfect approach; 

using less than the optimal'information on new - technologies, but 	11 .  

.using a macroeconomic,framework, would apPear preferable- . The 

tasks set out in Chapter 6 have been staged so that each task 

will individually contribute to the understanding of new  technolo- 

gies, and (particularly for Task Three) projects may be undertaken 

independently of each other. In all cases, the usé of a macro-

economic framework will assist in integrating assumptions and 

providing a consistent approach to the issues: 
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An Implementation of Exogenous Changes in an InPut/Output Submodel  

Within the structure of mbst large - disaggregated • 

macroeconomic models.(such as TIM, CANDIDE), a major component 

is a set of structural equations»developed from. the inpUt/output 

model of tranSactions in the economy. Typically, thiS ihput/output. 

submodel serve's twà key functions. First, it converts real expendi-

ture (i.e. denôminated in constant  dollars) of final goods  and 

 services (i.e.  C4-I+G+X-M) • into requirements:for-real  •utput (also 

cOnstant dollars) 	Secondly, estimates of final demand prices, 

consistent with thé  value of that real output-, :are derived. -  

. Generally, because.of lack of-detailed, continuous time 

series information, the StrUcture:of'input/output relationships 

is asàumed : to be constant over 'time. However, it is possible to 

define a set of feasible changes to those relationships 

postulate a change in the input/output'structure) and ,  using the 

power of a large model, analyie the resulting macroeconomic and ' 

sectoral iMpaçts.  •The purpose of this Appendix is to outline a 

method for such analysis. Section A proVidés an'outline of the 

implementation of the input/output system in TIM.- SectiOn  3 looks 

at the types of changes in the  input/Output  relationsi ps 

might be . considered, and Section C outlines the intended implementa-

tion of these changes. 

. 	. 
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A. The Input/Ouput Model in TIM  

To define the implementation of thé input/output (I/0) 

submodel in TIMi a definition of the components, in matrix terMs, 

is required.  This portion of the section is based on Waslander 
I/ 

(1975). In the basic I/0 system, the following  matrices are 

defined: 

y = vector of domestic net output by industry 

g = vector of domestic gross  output by industry  

q = vector of domestic groSs  output- by commodity  

f = vector, of final demand by category' 

= vector of intermediate commodity requirements 

e = vector of final demand commodity requirements 

B = input  (use') matrix 7'commodity'by industry 
. • (input,requireMents for a unit of output) 

E = conversion matrix - comModity composition of f 

D = output (make) matrix market 'share matrix - 
proportion oe commodity output produced by 
each industry, 

Both B and E are partitionable into three submatrices each: an 

intermediate portion (BE
i ); a primary non-value added (chiefly 

taxes and subsidies) portion , (B*T'<,E**); and a valùe-added 

factor-incomes) portion (B*,E*). 

1
/ 

CANDIDE Project Paper No. 18; CANDIDE Model 1.1,  Volume I 
edited by Ronald G. Bodkin and Stephen M. Tanny, Economic 
Council of Canada, 1975. Chapter 10 "Sectors J and R: 
The Input/Output Submodels" by H. E. L. Waslander. with A. Syed 
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The derivation of the I/O structural identities can be 

viewed  as. beginning with the simple equivalence of the supply. 

and disposition of commodities in the -domestic economy. . Using. 

the notation above, this can be expressed aS 

(1) q = i + e 

However, i 
 and E

i 
have been defined such that: 

 • 

(2) e = E i f 

(3) i = B
i
g 

(4) g = Dq 

For the year of-definiton (1971 for TIM)",.equations (2) .  through 

(4) are identities. Because thé ultimate goal of thè-I/0 system 

is the.translation of final demand (f) into industry output (g), 

it is possible to combine the ,four equations to obtain 

. (5) g = DB.g + DE,f 

This gives a set of simultaneous equations, one for each industrial 

sector (78 in TIM). Thus, output requirements for a given industry 

are simply the sum of: output required 'to-  satisfy finaldemand and 

output required to meet the input reauirementS of. all other 

Sectors. Within TIM, this set of structural simultaneous equations 

is solved in the same manner as (and - .along with) any ,  other equation 

in the model. However, in TIM, the. Measure of industry  output  used 

is Real Domèstic Product (RDP-, i.e. real : value-added) by industry. 

The measures are defined statistically as the difference between 

the value of gross  output for an industry (at constant prices). and 

the 'value of all intermediate inputs (also at constant Prices). 
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In the base year (1971) RDP or net industrY output is defined 

by the identity: 

(6) y = B*g 	(B* is a diagonal matrix) 

Because of statistical and structural differences over time, 

y (net industry output-) is only an estimate  of RDP... Therefore, 

within TIM as in all Other similar models, a set of stochastic 

.equations is used to adjust the values of Y, obtained within the 

I/O  system, to equal  the  RDP values . required'in the rest of the 

model.- 

To develop an equivalent model for pr'icesi  the'folloWing 

row vectors of prices must be defined: 	 11 

• 	- P = domestic value-added pice 
Y 

P = 'prices of gross Industry outputs  (i.e. ISPIs): 

P = price of imports (by category) 
m 

P f = price of final demand (by category) 

To simplify the developffient, the role of indirect taxes and subsidies 

(non-valued primary inputs) will be ignored for now, First, it 

should be remembered that industry gross output is defined as: 

(7) g = qB i 	y 

That is, industry output is the sum of intermediate and value-added 

output. By analogy, it is possible to define a similar equation 

for industry prices as: 

(8) P = P B. + P B* 
q 	Y 
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This equation defines - the.industry. gross output price (analogouS 

to industry Selling ,price indexes or ISPI's) as a weighted average 

of  intermediate and:value-added prices, mhere the.weights are-

defined by,the I/O. structure.. By analogy to equation (4 ), 

possible to define an equation for the price of domestieàllY- 

Produced commodities. 

= P D (9) P crd 	g 

-However, in an open economy such as,Canada's,imports - are ah iffiportant 

substitute for'domestic production. Therefore, if we define M.,aS 

the portion of supply for domestic conàumption Provided by - imports, 

we arrive at a-definition for the average commodity price in the ' 

domestic market as 

(10) P =•PmM  +  'ad 

As above, we are left using equations (8).; (.g) and (10) with a 

simultanedus system fràm which' it ià possible to eliminate the 

commodity dimension, by solving for P and by defining an industry 

equivalent c.f.  Pill  as Pm *'. 

Thus We arrive at 

(11) P  =.P  B* + DB(MP* + (I-M)P ) 
g 	Y 	 m 	g, 

Finally, estimates of ,final demand prices at the category  level 

can be defined as 

(12) P, =( 	* + (I-M)P g )DE D  

where E = domestic,final demand converter,submatrix: 

Within TIM. , indirect taxes (paid by industries)and 
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subsidies are introduced by adjusting P in equation (11) and 
Y 

. by "adding on" final demand indirect taxes -  in the.definition of 

P f 
in équation (12). 

Thus within the TIM implemenitaton of the I/O  system, 

the structure is defined by the simultaneous system of equations 

to derive gross output (g, eq, 5) and its price  (P,  eq. 11), and 

some additional identities to derive estimates Of net industry 

output (i.e. RDP, y, eq. 6) and final demand prices (P f , eq. 12). 

From these equations it can be seen that two key I/O . 

matrices are involved. These are: 

i) DB - industry-byindustry technology.matrix 
• :(82 x 82 - intermediate portion) 

ii)-DE - industry by final demand categbry - 
cônverter 'matrix (82-x 216) 

The dimensions of these matrices in the'current TIM implementation 

are shàwn 	brackets. The matrices' are treated'in this fashion 

because the components (D,B,E) were not available separately due 

to confidentiality restrictions by Statistics Canada. The remaining 1/ 

sections of the Appendix will focus on the implications of changing - 

:these matrices. 

B. Changing I/0 Relationships  

As outlined above, the key structural relationships in the 11 

I/O system•involve two matrices, DB and:DE. This section will 

consider the implications of change in either or both of these matrices: 
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TO produce a unit of output, -  firms within a giVen industry 

must supply  •capital and labour inputs .(value-added) and must.Utilize 

inputs from Other industries (intermediate requirements). The 

proportion of-each of,these inputs used to produce a single unit of 

output is defined by the DE matrix (in coefficient .  form): The 

intermediate portion .of this matrix is square with respect to  indus-

tries A column in the DE matrix represents the recipe-for-pràducing. 

the output of  a given indUstry.. 

Changing the materials input mix 

The economic implications of changes to DB must be discussed 

logicallin-terms of itS tmo compônent cOmmodity-bv,-industry  matrices, 

D. (make) and B (use)... A logidal change to D is required if the nature 

joint production at the industry leVel changes. For example in 

1971; 30.7% Of the output of the rubber and plastics industrY.was 

tires and tubes and 8.1% was - motor vehicle parts (presumably  plastic)

This -output of parts represented only 5.1%. of total parts output in' 

the Canadian economy, and 3.3% of  parts usage. In some future year, 

if relatively more auto parts are made out of plastic, - thiS would 

imply a change in the. market share matrix D. If the proportion of, 

parts in the tôtal.value of the car .remained unchanged, no Change 

would be required to B. Within DB, such a .change would be reflected 

by a proportional increase in the purchases from the plastics induStry 

and a proportional decrease in thé purchases from the parts  industry. 
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However, such a scenario also implies a change in DE if 

some portion of these new plastic parts are going to be imported 

as automotive parts. Thus, in introducing technological change, 

it is necessary  to  identify which of TIM's industries makes  the 

product in question. 

An alternative scenario of change in the I/O  structure 

is that the recipe for auto parts manufacture is altered. In 1971, 

for every $100 of output, the parts industry purchased $16.26 from 

the iron and steel industry, but only $0.04 from the chemical indus-

try. If the parts recipe changes, and manufacture within the parts 

industry moves towards more plastic parts, there will be a propor-

tionate changé in those shares to reflect more usage of resins and 

less steel. This is-equivalent to changing B. However, instead 

of changing the recipe for making autos, now only the recipe for 

making parts is changed. 

In order to implement such technological changes, new 

investment might also be required. In 1971, out of every $100 

investment in machinery and equipment in the automotive industry, 

only $6.87 was spent on electrical products, but $18.96 was spent 

on railway rolling stock. Obviously, at least for the time period 

required to implement a technological change, the recipe for 

machinery and equipment investment by the transportation equipment 

sector might be different. This implies at least a transitory 

change in E and hence in DE. 

but $18.96 was spent 

..., MA 	11 

. 	 . 	 :. 	 . 	 .. 	 .. 
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Introducing a new industry  

. An alternate change in the I/O structure is to introduce _ 

a new commodity .(product or service)., As an example, consider  the 

introduction of a new business service such as (partial) electronic 

funds transfer at the retail level. Such.a service might be part 

of the  package of services offered by the business services sector. 

However, it would be used by only some of the normal customers of 

that industry. Also, it would have a substantially different 

production recipe of input requirements as compared to other types 

of business services.  Average  adjustments to the D and B matrices 

are clearly possible: However; sucivan implementation approach 

would result in  .a number of anomalies.: For exaMple, the construction 

of $100 of dams results in a requirement for $8-03 of business service 

output. However, none of this requirement Would be likely to include 

the EFTS component and its productidn requirements, ,Yet, average - 

changes to DB would result in such spurious results 

When such highly specifid technologies are postulated, 

a more appropriate approach is to create a new industry which supplies 

this product, EFTS. This is analOgous to ,adding à new row in,DB and 	- 

DE and a new column in DB. For accounting consistency*in thé model, 

its value-added could be aggregated with business services. However, - 

in all other  respects, it would be an independent industry. 

Such an introduction would require the definition of an 

appropriate recipe'for EFTS (i.e., DB column). Also, adjustments 

to the recipes of purchasing industries would be required. ' 
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An appropriate change might be to split the original business 

service coefficient and  allocate some portion to EFTS. Perhaps 

value-added might also change. 

Additionally to reflect the specifics of the investment 

prOgram for the implementation of such a change, a separate final 

demand investment category(ies) would probably be advisable. 

The major advantages of being able to make such specific 

structural changes to the I/O  system can be readily seen in the 

equations of Section A. First, greater consistency of industry 

output through appropriate inter-industry responses is obtained. 

Secondly, parallel consistency in the formation of industry and 

final demand'is obtained. Such Consistency is impossible to obtain 

in any .other environment. The advantarge of that consistency is more 

appropriate macro- and sectoral-responses in investments, prices, 

other final demand, and all other aspects of the macroeconomy . . 

C. Implementation Specifics  

The exact mechanics of the implementation will depend on 

the complexity of the required changes to the I/O  system and on the 

desired ease of use. The following outline of proposed capabilities 

could be considered the minimum (easily) achievable set: 

A) 	Reallocate a group of existing row 
coefficients subject to a column 
coefficent of 1.0 and perhaps a group 
constraint of the original coefficient 
sum. 
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E) 	Direct a portion (level or share) 
of an existing final demand,category 
to a specific reCipe in DE.' 

C) 	Define a new industry (i.e. row and 
column addition to  DE and row addition 
to DE). 
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